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Another broad daylight robbery at local bank
MPD, FBI believe Monday's incident connected
to Friday robbery at Say-A-Ton store here
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Nearly a year after a similar incident
occurred at the same location, the University
branch of Murray's Union Planters Bank
was robbed again Monday afternoon,

According to Murray Police Department
Detective Capt. Eddie Rollins, at approximately 12:15 p.m., a white male claiming to
be armed handed a bank clerk a note
demanding cash. Rollins said the man never
actually produced a weapon and authorities

have not yet deternuned how much money could be connected to another robbery that
was taken in the robbery.
occurred at the Say-A-Ton gas station and
As of this morning, no suspects were in convenience store, located at the interseccustody.
tion of North 16th St. and Highway 121, this
"We've got some leads that we're work- past Friday evening.
ing on, but at this time we have no one in
According to Rollins, the man who
custody," Rollins said. "We're not sure robbed the bank was white, in his late teens
whether(the robber)is from Murray or not." to early 20s, of medium weight and height,
Rollins said the MPD and the FBI, which and was wearing a dark blue or black hoodwas called in shortly after the incident ed sweatshirt with white stripes down the
occurred, believe that Monday's robbery sleeves. He said the man described in

Education way of life for Reid
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray Independent School
District welcomed a familiar face to
the superintendent search reception
Monday afternoon.
Murray High School Principal
Dale Reid, who last year accepted
that position, said he didn't have any
intentions in applying for superintendent when
FYI
he
switched
Today, Larry
from the Lyon
Woods,
County School
superintendent district.
of Breathitt
However, he
County Schools, said when he
will be
saw the opporinterviewed and tunity, he had
a reception will to go for it.
be held at 3:30
Reid served
p.m. at MHS.
as
assistant
principal and
athletic director
at Lyon County
Junior/Senior High School before
moving to Murray last year.
He attended Murray State
University and received his secondary certification and degrees in
Chemistry,
Mathematics
and
Physics, and University of Kentucky
receiving a bachelor of arts in chemistry with mathematics minor. He is
currently
finishing - - the
Superintendent's program from
Murray State University where he
received his masters of arts in school
administration.
Reid said education has always
been a part of his home life. He said
his grandfather and father were both
superintendents.
"My family has been in education for 75 years," Reid said. "This

BRANDI WILLIAMS,Ledger & Times photo

PRINCIPAL INTEREST ... Debra Doss (right) stops to talk to Murray High Principal Dale Reid and
his wife Ashley (left) during Monday's reception for Reid, a candidate for the school district's
superintendent post.
is all I've known.
"Being in this district. I have
- identified things that need improvement and make this a better place."
One of Reid's goals is to make
sure Murray district reaches proficient test scores by 2014. He said
the only challenge to meeting that
goal is doing it on a budget.
"We are expected to do this with
possibly and potentially dwindling
funds," Reid said.
He said test scores at the district

Making Remarks

have always been high and he wants
to figure out ways to reallocate programs to other programs that may
reach more students.
"You have to target those kids
who are different types of learners.
To do that you may have to redistribute money," he said.
Reid also said he realizes that
Murray school district is in competition for students.
He said knowing that, when
teachers do leave, whether retire-

ment or for other reasons, the district must draw in the best instructors possible. -"Money is not the single most
thing," Reid said.
He said to draw in good instructors, a superintendent must create a
pleasant work environment, instill
pride in the' school, be known as a
listener or doer, have salaries that
are in check with local districts our
size, and a have a continued
improvement in communication.

Friday's robbery fit the same description
and also used a note to demand money.
As with the bank robbery, Rollins could
not say how much money was taken from
Say-A-Ton. He said authorities are currently
reviewing video taken at the bank to produce further leads.
Donald Eugene Cash, 71, of Puryear,
Tenn., was indicted in federal court in July
III See Page 2

Hutchens seeks
depositions from
ex-Ledger employees
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
receive notices
Staff Writer
of special meetDepositions will be taken from ings.
two former Murray Ledger &
Sanders'
limes employees before a hearing assessment was
date is set to determine whether to backed up by an
impose penalties on the Murray- affidavit signed
Calloway County Hospital for vio- in September by
lating the Kentucky Open former Ledger
Meetings Law.
publisher Walt Hutchens
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust Apperson, who
made the decision during n hearing said he could find no written notiMonday to allow the depositions to fication request on file at the newsbe taken. Calloway County paper. Wilson, however, signed an
Attorney Randy Hutchens said he affidavit stating that she had sent a
planned to take depositions from blanket request for such notificaformer Ledger editor Amy Wilson tion to a number of different public
and another former newspaper agencies, including the hospital,
employee who he declined to iden- shortly after she became editor at
tify.
the Ledger in 1998.
Foust issued an order last
"I think we've got to address
Friday finding the hospital in vio- this issue of fact," Hutchens said.
lation of KRS 61.835 for conduct- "1 don't think we can address how
ing a secret ballot and failing to to remedy this if we don't."
keep accurate minutes during a
Sanders agreed to the taking of
March 14, 2001 meeting of the the depositions. He also agreed to
MCCH Board of Commissioners' hold off on a request that Foust
nominating committee. produce additional findings of fact
The order was not final, howev- to support Friday's ruling after the
eebecause an issue as to whether judge explained that it was not a
or not the Ledger received ade- final order.
quate advance notice of the meet"It's my intent, when I do a final
ing was not resolved. Hospital order, to expand on all of that,"
attorney Steve Sanders said the Foust said of the order. "Basically,
board was not required to Send we're dealing with the issue of
notice to the newspaper because it
had never requested in writing to •See Page 2

Defibrillator program gaining momentum
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
case. She said if the group buys 15 AEDs. the
Staff Writer
Physio-Control company will include the battery
Members of the Community Healthcare and case.
Foundation's committee for Automated External
The group has to raise $34,000 to get the
Defibrillators packed the hospital's board room process started.
Monday afternoon as representatives from
Foundation chairman Ken Winters said he
throughout the county met to discuss steps toward hopes to raise the funds in 30 days and said he is
making Calloway County a "Heart Safe sure that when other counties see what Calloway
Community."
is doing, they will also start their own Heart Safe
"This is something that's very near and dear to programs.
my heart," Murray-Calloway County Hospital
"We want to be the pacesetter," Winters said.
CEO Isaac Coe said. "I think this is an opportuHowever, realizing 30 days is a lofty goal the
nity to make a difference. Maybe only in one life, group agreed to setting the fundraising deadline
but a difference."
for June I.
Now that the program has gained support, the
"I think when we buy the first IS, then that
goal is to put it in action, The group discussed will be our first step," Pierce said.
several areas that will have to be approached to
The group also discussed the marketing aspect
get the project running most importantly being of the project. Melanie Bray and Tory Holton of
raising funds.
the Planning and Marketing Department of the
Foundation Executive Director Kathie Pierce hospital showed the group possible logos for the
said the cost for one AED is $2,295, but does not project and ways to effectively inform the public.
include the cost of the battery or the carrying
"Getting the word out k the No 1 thing,"

Pierce said."This is only going to be successful if
we can inform everyone about it."
Training was another area discussed by the
group. Many people had questions to how the
machine worked and the liability to the device.
Allen Jones, and AED certified instructor,
demonstrated the device.
One of the most popular questions is if the
machine can be used improperly or could do
harm to a person.
"The chances of it doing harm is zero," Jerry
Gorrell, MCCH Ambulance Director. He said the
way the machine works is it monitors the heart's
rhythms and will only shock if the heart needs it.
Many people have also brought up concerns
about the liability in case the victim does die.
Gorrell said anyone who uses an AED is protected by the Good Samaritan Law.
"As long as you are looking at what is best for
the person, then you are covered." Gorrell said.

Trial begins for former Calloway deputy sheriff
KRISTY HOE-PER/Ledger & Times photo

POLITICAL STOP ... U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) made
remarks at a MSU Political Forum Monday afternoon in the
Curris Center. He was touring Murray and Mayfield Monday.
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A former deputy sheriff from Calloway
County is on trial in federal court for
allegedly selling methamphetamines.
Prosecutors said in opening arguments Monday that Max Parrish
sold an ounce of meth to his inform-

ant-turned-girlfriend, Laura Lamb, witness with controlled substances.
last May.
But Parrish's attorney, Ben
Federal authorities charged Lookofsky, said Parrish was workParrish last year with manufacturing ing undercover.
and distributing a controlled sub"Max was on a mission for the
stance after a six-week investiga- people of Calloway County and
tion, the FBI said. He also was also western Kentucky," Lookofsky said.
accused of providing a cooperative "He felt like he was acting in an

www.murrayledger.com

official capacity."
Assistant U.S. Attorney Michele
Stephenson said an audio tape prosecutors will present during the trial
would show the jury that Parrish
sold Lamb the drugs while looking
for bugs and recording devices in
her home.
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Powerful Afghan earthquake kills nearly 2,000
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) — A
earthquake
rocked
powerful
Afghanistan and northwestern
Pakistan, killing about 1,800 people
and injuring 2.000. Afghan officials
said today. The Afghan Defense
Ministry said 600 bodies were
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recovered from villages still shaking
from aftershocks.
ACTED, a private aid organization. estimated 10,000 people had
been left homeless, basing its numbers on reports from staff in the devastated area near Nahrin, 90 miles

north of Kabul on the slopes of the
Hindu Kush mountains.
At the scene, regional commander Gen. Alder Khan said as many as
1,500 to 2,000 people were missing.
Many of Nahrin's residents spent
the night without food or shelter

Transformer apparently struck
by lightning during AM storm

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.

Warning sirens sounded for drill

A cutline in Friday's Ledger & Times failed to mention one person.
The photo of a local family honored by the state failed to list Rodger
Bingham in the bottom photo. Bingham was known as Kentucky Joe from
the second "Survivor" series on CBS.
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6 months
S40.50
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Planning for the Future?
Woodmen's IRAs and taxdeferred annuity products
are smart ways to save for
your retirement.
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Press,
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Two men
from a militia linked to Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat drove a bombladen car toward Jerusalem's largest
mall today, but were stopped by
police and killed when the explosives went off.
U.S. envoy Anthony Zinni,
meanwhile, made some headway in
cease-fire talks. Israeli Defense
Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer said
today that Israel reluctantly accepted the envoy's latest proposals.
"There are parts where we have
to grit our teeth," Ben-Eliezer told
Israel Army Radio, referring to
Zinni's ideas.
.Palestinians met with Zinni today
to receive further clarifications, but

Calloway Co. Sheriff
•Serving The Commonwealth
For 27 Years
•Member of F.O.P. Lodge
•KY Chiefs Association
.Police Instructor/KY Justice
Cabinet
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mately 9:15 a.m. and lasted for nearly 10 minutes.
Schools and businesses were
urged to participate, as well.

Car explodes outside
large Jerusalem mall
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Today's warning siren test was
part of the statewide tornado drill.
The drill took place at approxi-

it was not clear whether a truce deal
would be reached before the start of
Wednesday's Arab summit in
Beirut.
Israel, which has confined Arafat
to the West Bank town of Ramallah
since December, has linked the
Palestinian leader's departure to
Beirut to a truce deal. The United
States has asked Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon to let Arafat go in any
event.
At the summit, Saudi Arabia is to
present a proposal to end the IsraeliArab conflict in exchange for a
withdrawal from all the lands Israel
occupied in the 1967 Mideast war.
Arafat's presence in Beirut would
lend the proceedings greater weight.

Paid for by William Marcum Campaign Fund
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VICTORY!

8 Year Old Caleb Grissom of Cub Scout Pack 28,
Cruised to Victory in the Pinewood Derby with his
replica PT Cruiser.
BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger & Times photo
ROBBERY SITE ... Pictured is the University branch location of
Union Planters Bank. which was the site of a robery earlier on
Monday.

•Bank ...
From Front
of last year for allegedly robbing the same bank while armed with a gun in
June 2001. However, all federal charges against Cash were dismissed in
November.
Rollins said since authorities believe the two recent robberies are connected, local businesses are being urged to operate under extreme caution.
"They need to be aware that we have someone out there that's committing these robberies," he said."We'd just urge all the local clerks to be careful and do not hesitate to call 911."

You can be cruising too in a
•
•

2002 PT Cruiser!
MSRP $17,475

959995*
and get 3.9% APR**
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2002 Dodge Caravan SE

2002 Dodge Ram 1500 ST
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MSRP $22,775

V6, 5 Sp.. A/C, TIC,
7 Yr./100,000 Mi. Cassette, Carpet, Cloth
Limited
Seats, Sliding Back Glass
Powertrain
Warranty
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MSRP $18,505
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2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Hickory Woods has everything
to make you feel better about
your senior living choices. We've
designed many services &
amenities to take the worry out of
life. Enjoy all of the comforts of
home without the worry &
hassle. We blow you'llfeel like a
"Spring Chicken Again" when
you choose Hickory Woods as
your new home.

Retirement Center
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Resident: Jane Clendenon
Setting provided by Orscheln Farm & Home
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Wet

notice."
Foust could void the actions the
nominating committee took during
the meeting. If so, it would result in
one hospital board member, Don
Henry, at least temporarily, losing
his seat.
Hutchens said Friday that this
particular instance could be used to
show that the hospital has been a
frequent violator of the open meetings law. Sanders again objected to
that conclusion Monday.
"We started out with one meeting
from March 14, 2001, and now the
record is littered with meetings from
two or three years," Sanders said.
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ATLANTA (AP) — Hundreds of
health officials descended on Atlanta
this week for an annual conference
on emerging infectious diseases and
were warned that terrorists might try
to spread deadly germs through the
food supply.
Terrorists could try to make the
biological attack even more dangerous by taking down critical communications systems, according to
experts from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
"The national system was overwhelmed" by the anthrax scare last
fall, said Dr. James Hughes, chief of
infectious diseases at the Atlantabased CDC."Clearly we learned that
we were not adequately prepared.
This was a small attack."
The conference agenda, usually
filled with sessions on obscure diseases and small outbreaks, is dominated this year by information on
anthrax and smallpox — considered
among the most dangerous terrorist
agents.
The anthrax-by-mail attacks
killed five people last fall and sickened 13 others. The CDC said earlier this month that a Texas laboratory
worker handling anthrax specimens
became infected with the bacteria
and is recovering.
Hughes said health experts must
consider the possibility of genetically altered germs, the release of more
than one agent at a time, or transmission through animals and the
food supply.
To guard against deadlier attacks,
the CDC is distributing $918 million
to state and local health departments
later this year and next year. The
CDC is encouraging them to give
priority to upgrading labs and training health workers on how to recognize diseases like anthrax and smallpox.
The conference also included a
refresher course on smallpox, a disease not wen in a generation.
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at 6.2, though the U.S. Geological
Survey in Golden, Colo., said it was
magnitude 5.9 and centered 105
miles north of Kabul. The quake
was relatively shallow,just 40 miles
below the surface and likely to cause
heavy damage.

Warning
issued for
threat worse
than anthrax

Calloway County Sheriffs Office
Staff Report
• James Edward Elston. 35, Murray. was arrested Friday on charges of
Murray Ledger & Times
second-degree burglary, first-degree stalking, first-degree criminal tresAccording to a Calloway County Sheriff's Department spokesperson this pass and fourth-degree assault, He is currently lodged in the Calloway
morning, the department received no damage reports overnight after a County Jail on S10,000, $2.500 and $5,000 cash bonds
strong storm passed through the area.
• Jerry VVofford. 47. Coldwater, was arrested Sunday on charges of disThe storm passed through at approximately 10:45 p.m. with heavy rain orderly conduct, alcohol intoxication, possession of marijuana and posand wind, as well as lightning.
session of drug paraphernalia He was released from the Calloway
The Murray Fire Department reported receiving a call just after 2:30 a.m. County Jail on S500 unsecured bond.
that a transformer at 1409 Main St. had been struck by lightning.
— Information gathered from reports, logs
Firefighters stood by until workers from the Murray Electric System could
and citations from respective agencies
arrive to repair the transformer.

Mark For
3 months
$20.25

death toll.
'People were caught in their
homes," said Nigel Fisher, a senior
U.N. official in Afghanistan.
Yusuf Nuristani, a spokesman for
the interim Afghan administration,
said the quake measured magnitude

SheriffsLog

Correction

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

because nearly all of their homes
were destroyed.
Officials said many people were
at home when the quake struck at
7:26 p.m. Monday, and during the
frequent
aftershocks
strong
overnight, accounting for the high

Nothing Else Looks Or Feels
Like Home, But, We Come Close.

84 Utterback Road • Murray, KY 42071 •(270)759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014 • Fax (270) 759-8777
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Manufactured home bill revived
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'Overriding public benefit' key to
government, private company
partnerships, Commission says

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
A
bill aimed at getting "manufactured
housing" into more city neighborWANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State government can team up with a private hoods was gutted in the Kentucky
company for a promotion, provided it has an "overriding public benefit," House on Monday.
such as promoting economic development or tourism, the Executive Branch
Under prodding from the
Ethics Commission says in an opinion.
Kentucky League of Cities, the
In addition, the "partnering" has to be open to any interested company. House deleted the heart of the bill —
the opinion says.
language forbidding zoning regulaThe commission issued the opinion after the state joined with the Kroger tions that would automatically
grocery chain in a tourism promotion that allows people to use a Kroger exclude manufactured housing from
shopping card for discounts at state parks. Gov. Paul Patton announced the residential zones.
promotion in a news conference at a Kroger store in Frankfort.
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo
The commission said a joint promotion is permissible as long as it pri- proposed the redaction. He said it
marily benefits the public, not the company.
was to allay the league's fears that
"The commission believes if a state agency wishes to partner with a pri- local officials would lose control of
vate company to promote a state program that has overriding public benefit, their own communities.
it may do so, provided such partnering is open to any company interested in
In its present form, the bill would
such partnering," the opinion said.
allow local governments with zoning to set "compatibility standards"
for manufactured housing — standards for ensuring the structures
would blend with their neighbors.
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — Voters in Elizabethtown will have a
The bill was passed 71-27 and
wet-dry question on their May primary•ballot.
returns to the Senate, where it origiHardin County Clerk Kenny Tabb said on Monday that his office has cer- nated. The Senate version would
tified 2,506 voter signatures. A total of 2,330 were needed.
have prevented communities with
Judge-Executive Glen Dalton must now issue an executive order for the zoning from excluding qualified
question to appeal on the May 28 primary ballot in 14 Elizabethtown manufactured homes from residenprecincts.
tial zones.
The question is whether voters are in favor of the sale of alcoholic bevThe changes still didn't satisfy
erages by the drink in restaurants that seat at least 100 people. The restau- everyone in the House.
rants must also derive at least 70 percent of their revenues from the sale of
food.
Rep. Charles
Miller, DThe city of Radcliff has had such restaurant alcohol sales for almost a Louisville, said two "double wides"
year and Pine Valley Golf Course in northern Elizabethtown has had alcohol could be put together and called a
by the drink since last November.
manufactured home. He said there
are some very nice subdivisions
consisting of manufactured home,
but said it wasn't prudent to put
those homes in established residen-

Wet-dry question will be
on Elizabethtown ballot

TownCrier

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• On Wednesday. March 27, the Career Discovery Center on North
12th Street will host a Job and Education Fair from 12 30-5 30 p m
Current and former Mattel employees are invited, as well as the general
public
A number of local companies and institutions are participating, including ConAgra, Continental Mills, Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Temps Plus, Murray State University, West Kentucky Technical School,
and Heartland Truck Driving School. among others.
For more information call 762-7080
• The next meeting of the Calloway County Phase I AGricultural
Development Council will be March 28 at 7 p.m. in the County Extension
Office meeting room

training money. The bill (S1366) was

General
Assembly
2002
tial neighborhoods.
"I have a notion the people here
would object to a manufactured
home being put beside their of their
subdivision home," he said.
Adams,
Rep.
John
DHopkinsville, said safeguards would
keep areas from being "invaded by a
housing product they won't be
proud of."
The houses would have to meet
zoning regulations generally applicable to single-family dwellings,
plus the standards the local government draws up to ensure the two
kinds of housing are compatible.
Rules and standards would
include permanent foundations,
minimum 20-foot width, roof pitch,
square footage and exterior materials. Senate Bill 197 would apply
only to houses manufactured after
July 1, 2003.
Rep. J.R._ Gray, D-Benton, said
manufactured homes meet rigid
standards, and the lower price
allows some families to reach their
goal of homeownership.
Other bills passed by the House
would:
• Let volunteer fire departments
merge with no immediate loss of

Blasting cap found, destroyed at Calvert plant
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — At 9:48
a.m. Monday, Kentucky State Police
at Post 1 in Mayfield, Ky., received
a call from safety personnel at Duke
Energy Plant, located on KY 1523,
stating what appeared to be ablasting cap was found at their facility.
Trooper Scott Lathram arrived at
the scene and confirmed the device
was a blasting cap.
The area was secured until a KSP

Power plant regulation bill under fire
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Legislation to regulate
the placement of electric generating plants came under
fire from two sides Monday.
An industry lobbyist said it would let the Natural
Resources Cabinet make up pollution standards as it
goes along: An environmentalist said it irrationally
favored plants that would burn coal.
There was no consensus on a bill in a meeting of the
House Local Government Committee. The committee
planned to meet again Tuesday, at which point the
General Assembly will have three more days for normal
bill-passing.
One proponent said he feared the legAlative session
would end with nothing being passed.
"More than anything. I want a bill," said Rep. Jon
Draud, R-Crestview Hills, who sponsored a House version after a personal brush with the issue. "I don't anyone to try to build a power plant next to my mother's
nursing home again."
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There are competing versions of the legislation:
—A Senate-passed bill that pertains only to "merchant" plants, which sell power on the open market. A
newly created board would have to approve sites for
such plants. Utilities regulated by the Public Service
Commission would be exempted, as would "co-generators" that produce electricity in the course of another
manufacturing process.
—A substitute bill, proposed by Draud, without
exemptions. It would require the Natural Resources
Cabinet to assess envirohmentil risks of proposed
plants. It also would require the state to favor projects in
which "clean coal technology" would be used.
Carl Breeding, an industry lobbyist, said the cabinet
wanted "unbridled authority ... to require risk assessments. Yet, the agency has no firm standards for all pollutants, he said, adding:"They can create and invent and
do any standard they wish."

Hazardous Devices specialist
arrived from Louisville to destroy
the cap.

passed 98-1 and returns to the
Senate to consider House changes.
• Require the state Office of
Education Accountability to review
personnel policies in school districts
whose minority student population
is at least 8 percent but whose staff
of minority teachers and administrators falls short of that mark.
The bill(SB166) passed 95-0 and
goes to Gov. Paul Patton.
• Create a one-year "conditional
certificate" to give time for new
teachers who fail to pass the certification exam on the first try. The vote
was 95-2. The bill was amended to
give the Education Professional
Standard Board's executive director
access to records and subpoena
power for investigations of teachers,
administrators and counselors.
The bill (SB192) returns to the
Senate.
The Senate approved legislation
that will let the widely despised
vehicle emissions testing program in

Jefferson County
expire
in
November 2003. The bill now goes
to Patton, who intends to sign it.
The VET, as it is universally
known in Kentucky's most populous
county, was installed more than a
decade ago as Louisville and its suburbs tried to comply with federal
clean air standards. As of last year.
the area was declared in compliance
with the standards.
"It does nothing but fill some
contractor's pockets," said Sen. Dan
Seum, R-Louisville.
Democrats lost a last ditch effort
to rework the bill so the VET test
would remain in place if the county
air quality did not meet federal
guidelines. The proposal was defeated on a 20-18 party-line vote.
The final form of the bill lets the
new county council require vehicle
testing if the local government falls
out of compliance with air standards.
The bill (House Bill 618) was
passed 26-12.
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When I asked for your vote four years ago, I promised to increase the
collection of child support. I started by rebuilding the office from
scratch. My first objective was to change the attitude about the
consequences of anyone failing to pay child support.
What was the result...
In 1998, my predecessor collected $1,009,918 in child support.
In 2001, I collected $1,527,492.
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Calloway County Attorney
DAV-C700

Come in and see all the great Sony
Home Theater Products on display
now!

506 North 12th Street 4. Murray, Kentucky .6 (270)753-7567

Vote for Skill, Competence, Integrity and Honesty,
Vote for the Public Trust!!
Please vote for the candidate who has proven that He will stand up
for the Public Interest.
Pod for by Larry England. Treasurer
For more information, see my website at www,randyhutchens.com
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A Literary Look at Death
When my mother told the story
of her father's death, we kids could
never believe it.
He was laid
out in the parlor
at home. The
night before his
funeral, my
mother, 12years-old at the
time, could not
sleep. She kept
wondering
whether or not
Main Street he
was wearing
By Constance
shoes
inside the
Alexander
Ledger & limes casket, so she
finally sneaked
Columnist
downstairs to
look. I recall her
saying that she
managed to complete her task without being discovered by her mother
or her siblings, but I can't remember what she about the shoes.
Up until about a hundred years
ago, death was a family affair — a
hands-on experience in which people bathed and dressed the deceased
for burial. Just like today, a cleric
of some sort might conduct services, but the community gathered to
dig the grave, carry the coffin and
commit the dearly departed to final
rest.
Today, death is an industry with
its own weird language — cremated ashes are "cremains," the corpse
is viewed in the "slumber room,"
and the services of the funeral

home are "grief therapy."
"The American Way of Death,"
first published in 1963, examines
the customs that have emerged and
evolved around funeral rites in this
country. In 1998, author Jessica
Mitford's estate published an updated version, called "The American
Way of Death Revisited." The revision includes new chapters on
.increasingly prevalent trends in the
industry, including pre-payment,
multinational funeral corporations,
and rising costs.
Because there is a funeral in
everyone's future, the monthly discussion group, Thursdays With
Morrie, has chosen two books on
that topic for April's selections.
On Thursday, April 4 at 7 p.m.,
when the group gets together at St.
John's Episcopal Church in Murray,
they will discuss Mitford's "The
American Way of Death Revisteti,"
and Evelyn Waugh's "The Loved
One."
In "The Loved One," Waugh, a
novelist, takes on the L.A. funeral
industry, exposing the silliness surrounding high living in Hollywood.
Whispering Glades is a full-service funeral home for dead stars. Mr.
Joyboy, chief embalmer, and Aimee
Thanatogenos, crematorium cosmetician, fall in love, setting the
stage for a happily-ever-after of
prepping loved ones for their final
appearance.
Enter Dennis Barlow, aspiring

poet and funerary colleage. Barlow,
an employee of a pet cemetery
called "Happier Hunting Ground,"
falls in love with Aimee. The result
is a satire on the American compulsion to package everything — even
death — to make a buck.
In one scene, Dennis is confronted with the dilemma of writing an
appropriately consoling message
for the owners of a goat whose
remains have just been cremated.
"We can't very well say he's wagging his tail in heaven. Goats don't
wag their tails," Dennis says.
"They do when they go to the
can," his co-worker replies.
"Yes," says Barlow,"but it
wouldn't look right on the greeting
card. They don't purr like cats.
They don't sing an orison like
birds."
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"I suppose they just remember."
So Dennis wrote: "Your Billy is
remembering you in heaven
tonight."
Thursdays With Morrie, a
monthly discussion group on literary works with end-of-life themes,
welcomes participants of all ages
and denominations. People who are
interested in the topic are invited to
attend, whether or not they have
read the books on the agenda.
Thursdays With Morrie is sponsored by St. John's Outreach Commission. The church is located
at 1620 West Main Street. For more
information, call 753-6908.

"THANKS
FOR LETT/NG US
PLAY THROUGH, PurniPt

Washington Today

Environmentalists ABC's Rosie Scenario
coming out losers

ABC News allowed entertainer
Rosie O'Donnell to take over two
hours of airtime for a one-sided
infomercial promoting "gay adoptions."
All of the
elements
required for
breaking downwhat few st6ial
norms remain
regarding the
family structure
were present on
"Primetime
Thursday"
Cal's
March 14.
Thoughts
First, the
By Cal Thomas celebrity factor.
Syndicated
In our postmodColumnist
ern, postChristian, postobjective-truth
generation, celebrity equals credibility. Celebrities have replaced
God. When they speak, some people think the rest of us should listen.
In order to get O'Donnell to sit
for the interview, during which she
announced the "open secret" that
she is a lesbian, ABC News reportedly had to promise to do a story
on a Florida law prohibiting adoptions by homosexual "couples."
That this quid pro quo should have
violated whatever passes for journalism standards at ABC apparently
escaped management.

To give the illusion of balance,
host Diane Sawyer mentioned during the show that some people and
groups are opposed to allowing
homosexual "couples" to adopt
children. She interviewed a
University of Southern California
professor who claimed that some of
the most vocal opponents of gay
adoption have been "discredited"
because the American
Psychological Association (APA)
had expelled them from membership.
Sawyer did not mention that the
APA leadership has been pressured
into accepting the gay rights agenda
by activists and their sympathizers,
who care less about science and
truth than about appeasing the gay
rights lobby. Nor was any credible
attempt made to discuss a point of
view other than the one pushed by
O'Donnell.
Rosie is right because she says
so.
She says President and Laura
Bush are wrong when they say that
the ideal setting for a child is in a
home with a mother and father. End
of discussion. The celebrity goddess has spoken.
Even the title of the show sounded like propaganda: "Rosie's Story:
For the Sake of the Children."
In addition to O'Donnell's saga,
the program told the story of two
homosexual men who had taken in
several children, black and white,

from the Florida foster care system
because no one else wanted them.
Some of the children are HIV positive.
The children spoke favorably
about their relationship with their
"two Dads." But what makes them
experts? And to what can they compare their experiences, having lived
only in foster homes and with "gay
parents"?
Will ABC follow these youngsters into maturity and report any
negative consequences of their
childhood experience?
Not likely.
Lest there be any doubt about
the purpose of the special,
O'Donnell told ABC's "Good
Morning America," which ran two
lengthy clips promoting the show,
that she would be leaving her daytime TV program soon to devote
her time and energies to "the children."
"World News Tonight" anchor
Peter Jennings carried a major
excerpt from the special the day it
aired. The local ABC station in
Washington, D.C.(and I suspect
many other ABC affiliates) carried
stories on local "gay couples" who
wish to adopt.
The ABC promotion department
appears to have been in overdrive.
Journalism used to see its role as
fairly and accurately presenting
both sides of 4 story and letting the
public decide which one makes

sense. Now, too much journalism
presents us with a conclusion and
demands that we accept it or be
called names like "homophobic" or
"Neanderthal bigot."
Would the mainstream media
consider doing a story on women
who regret having had abortions
and think the law is too lax? Would
the media reveal that abortion clinics seldom tell women the truth and
turn the sonogram machine away so
they can't see the image of their
unborn child? Would the media
ever do a one-sided story on the
benefits of lower taxes and less regulation on business?
Again, not likely.
The day after ABC aired Rosie's
scenario, the New York Times ran a
story which also painted the Florida
law as outdated and repressive. The
story featured some of the same
people and arguments highlighted
on "Primetime Thursday."
There are credible scientific,
legal and religious arguments
against "gay adoptions." ABC didn't present them because if they
had, Rosie O'Donnell would not
have appeared on "Primetime
Thursday."This was journalism at its worst
but propaganda at its best.

Farmers won a government manBy H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
date for tripling ethanol production.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Large utilities headed off attempts at
Senate was where environmentalists new federal regulation of power
hoped to make their stand on energy -grids and won a scaled-back renewpolicy. But after two weeks of votes able-fuels requirement. The nuclear
and horse-trading, an emerging industry is getting government help
Democratic energy bill appears to be to develop its' next generation of
anything but green.
power plants and continued limits
Environmentalists lost in their on accident liability.
And the oil industry no longer
bid to boost automobile fuel economy and on a string of lesser issues has to contend with a federal
— from provisions helping the requirement for Oxygen in gasoline,
nuclear industry to one that would or whether an oil-exploration
allow small trees in national forests method known as "hydraulic fracto be processed as biomass for elec- turing" might run afoul of cleantricity generation.
water laws.
However, the big fight over oil
All of those victories pale next to
drilling in the Arctic National the coup by the auto industry, which
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska is yet to now has the certainty it will not face
come, and environmentalists are tougher federal auto fuel economy
likely to prevail on it. The Senate requirements anytime soon.
will take that up when lawmakers
Ignoring pleas from environmenreturn after a two-week Easter talists, the Senate rejected a proposrecess and try to wrap up the bill.
al to boost the federal fleet requireWhatever the Senate finally ment to 35 miles per gallon, an
approves will have to be merged increase of 50 percent. and barred
with an energy bill from the any increase in fuel economy
Republican-run House that is far requirements for pickup trucks, onefriendlier to industry and anathema fifth of the vehicles sold.
to environmentalists. It focuses
They "handed our nation's enerDirect all mailfor Cal Thomas
heavily on increasing development gy security over to the auto industo: Tribune Media Services, 435 N.
of fossil fuels and would open to oil try," fumed Carl Pope, executive
Michigan Ave., Suite 1500,
companies the Arctic refuge — a director of the Sierra Club.
Chicago, 111. 60611.
place environmentalists have vowed Automakers and auto unions lobbied
vigorously against the fuel economy
to protect.
"The environmentalists are very increases and supported a measure
unhappy to the point of despairing," that instead would require the
said David Nemtzow, president of Transportation Department to
the Alliance to Save Energy, an address the issue down the road.
The following is a roundup of editorials published by Kentucky newspapers and provided by the Associated Press. The editorials comment on a
When the House passed its eneradvocacy group for the promotion of
variety of issues of interest to Kentucky residents. Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are not to be
energy efficiency and conservation. gy bill, environmental leaders
"They see House and Senate bills denounced it as.a sop to industry mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
with nothing on fuel economy ... with too much emphasis on tradi— Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville byproducts that can be sold.
clear thinking and methodical plantional energy sources — oil, natural
nothing to save oil to speak of."
It sometimes seems that luck gravAnna Aurilio, legislative director gas, coal and nuclear — and far too
Pennyrile farmers will be able to
ning. The attraction of adding value
of the U.S. Public Interest Research little on promoting efficiency or
itates
toward
those who are wellsell more corn, at several cents more to existing products is simple to
Group, said the Senate legislation renewables like solar and wind
prepared.
power.
"started as a promising bill. But it's
per bushel. And the corn does not
envision but takes Herculean admin"We thought the Senate was a
getting hijacked ... by the polluters."
That
case
may
with
be
the
proneed to be of the same condition and istrative, financial and political
On issues large and small, some tremendous opportunity to focus
posed
production
ethanol
plant
that
strict moisture content that's best for efforts to convert the concept to
of the most powerful business inter- more on demand, look more closely
est groups roaming the halls of at conservation and efficiency ... local farm leaders have in mind for a
cornmeal, grits and other food prod- bricks and mortar.
Congress — automakers, the oil instead of(industry) subsidies," said
Pembroke
site
on
the
Road.
ucts.
industry, electric utilities and farm Sierra Club lobbyist Melinda Pierce.
The same kind of thinking in
groups — have scored significant "In all counts we have failed to
Recent news that a Senate commitThe
benefits, though, extend far
terms of adding value can and
victories, often turning back initia- make gains: in fact, we have gone
recommending
is
that
tee
the
beyond
this
region.
should be pursued with other local
backwards."
tives pushed by environmentalists.
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amount of ethanol be tripled in auto
fuels means that a good market for
the plant's finished product may
become even better — the fuel additive may be even more in demand.
In a nutshell, the plant will take
locally grown corn, convert its starch
into sugar which is then fed to
microbes that change the sugars into
the alcohol-like ethanol and tb Other

Easing our dependence on foreign-derived oil is to everyone's benefit. Eliminating the harmful environmental impact of current oxygenating additives is to everyone's
benefit.
Putting a renewal resource like
corn to a new use is to everyone's
benefit. The drive for an ethanol
plant has been a textbook example of

resources. Exploratory moves
already are being made with fresh
produce. ...
Many times, when a middleman
can be bypassed, both the producer
and the consumer win.
Our hat is off to those who are
converting an ethanol dream into
reality — and here's hoping the
ideas keep coming. :41
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Deaths
W.B."Dub" Toland

Ruth Bost

Funeral services for W.B. "Dub" Toland will be
today, March 26, 2002, at 2 p.m. at White-Ranson
Funeral Home in Union City. Rev. Eddie Mallonee and
Rev. Jerry Leggett will officiate. Burial is to follow at
East View Cemetery.
Pallbearers for the savice will be Leonard Todd,
Terry Petty, Todd Pruett, Charles Bone, Donald Baggett
and Danny McWhener. The Keathley's will provide the
music.
Mr. Toland, 76, Union City, died Saturday, March 23,
2002, at 7 p.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital.
A truck driver for Reelfoot Packing Company, Mr.
Toland was a member of Union City Second Baptist
Church and was a World War II U.S. Army Veteran.
Born June 4, 1925, he was the son of the late Walter
Raymond and Hauty Eugenia Toland, one brother,
Clyde T. Toland, also preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Olivian Toland, Union
City; two daughters, Diana Guynn and husband Donnie,
South Fulton, Tenn., Janie Ryan and husband Larry.
Murray; two grandchildren, Heath Ryan and wife April,
Elizabethtown, Ky., Clay Ryan, Murray; and one great
grandchild, Josh Ryan, Elizabethtown.
Visitation was 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday at WhiteRanson Funeral Home.

Funeral services for Mrs. Ruth Bost are scheduled for
Wednesday. March 27, 2002, at 2 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Dr. Barry Scott will officiate. Burial is to follow at Highland Park Cemetery.
Mrs. Bost, 89, Mayfield, died Sunday, March 24,
2002 at 8:10 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
She was a homemaker, former teacher and member
of First United Methodist Church. She was the daughter
of the late Albert S. and LeVada Roberts. Her husband,
James Richard Bost, Jr. and four brothers also preceded
her in death.
She is survived by three daughters, Carolyn Canter
and Dorothy Moreland of Mayfield, and Linda Burgess,
Murray; one sister, Ann Scollin, Carbondale, Ill.; eight
grandchildren and five great grandchildren.
Visitation for Mrs. Bost will be after 5 p.m. today at
Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield and after noon at the
church on Wednesday.

Mr. Ona Mullinax
Funeral services for Mr. Ona Mullinax are scheduled
for 1 p.m. Today, March 26, 2002, in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson
and Rev. Jeromy Short will officiate. Burial is to follow
at Mullinax Cemetery.
Mr. Mullinax, 97, Calvert City, died Sunday, March
24, 2002, at 5:45 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital in
Benton. .
Employed as a pipefitter, he was a member of New
Hope Missionary Baptist Church and a member of the
Stearnfitters and Pipefitters Local 184.
The son of the late Wesley and Arrnanda Clark
Mullinax, his wife, Lillian Mae Smith Mullinax, three
sons, Chester "Buster" Mullinax, James Edward
Mullinax, Paul David Mullinax; one daughter, Shelia
Mullinax; five sisters, two grandchildren and two brothers all preceded him in death.
He is survived by four daughters, Shirley Brindley,
Dulsie Howard and Evelyn Jones, all of Calvert City
and Maggie Filbeck, Benton; 14 grandchildren, 20 great
grandchildren, and 21 great great grandchildren.
Visitation was after 4 p.m. Monday, March 25, 2002,
at Collier Funeral Home.
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Funeral services for Mr. Jerry Todd were be Monday,
March 25, 2002, at 1 p.m. at Church of the Living God
in Paris. Rev. A.R. Powell Jr. oversaw the services.
Burial was to follow at Greenwood Cemetery in Paris.
Mr. Todd, 55, Murray, died Friday, March 22, 2002,
at .1 p.m. at his home.
He was member of Church of the Living God in
Paris, Tenn.
He was preceded in death by his father, Billy House,
step-father, Tommy Todd and wife, Ann Simms Todd,
whe died in 1999.
He is survived by his mother, Mildred Olive Todd,
Murray; one son, Ira Capps,'Wisconsin; one step-son,
Gary "Moe" Simms, Murray; one sister, Vernita Todd
Blanton and husband Eugene, Murray; and four daughters, LeVonya Summerlin and husband Allen, Colorado
Springs, Co., LaTonya Coleman and husband George,
Fayetteville, N,C., Shawanda Webb, Murray, Sandra
.
Russell, Paris. and 12 grandchildren.
Visitation for Mr. Todd was Monday from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Church of the Living God and Sunday from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Leon Jarosz

Edith Frances Winchester

Ms. Edith Frances Winchester. 90.
died Friday, March 15, 2002 in Dalhart,
Texas.
Born in New Concord on Sept. 12.
1911, to the late Joseph Willington
Winchester and Verna Elizabeth
Winchester, she received her Bachelor
of Arts Degree and her Master of Arts
Degree in Education from Murray State
Winchester University.
Ms. Winchester did additional work
in art at George Peabody University of New Mexico at
Albuquerque and received art training from West Texas
State University and Dord Fritz Gallery.
She also taught at Grenville and Dexter. N.M. and at
SanBom Elementary School in Amarillo, Texas. Ms.
Winchester's art has been exhibited at the Kentucky State
Fair, Tri-State Fair No Man's Land Historical Museum,
Panhandle State University in Goodwell. Okla. and with
the "Forty Best" sponsored by the Amarillo Fine Arts
Association, which she was a charter member and served
as president from 1946 to 1966. She retired from teaching
in 1977.
Rev. Willard Davis
In addition to her parents,she was preceded in death by
Rev. Willard Davis, 83, Graves County, died two brothers and a nephew.
Monday, March 25, 2002, at 9:10 a.m. at his home.
Survivors for Ms. Winchester include one sister,
A retired Baptist minister, Rev. Davis served at Oak Mildred E. Holland; two nephews, Robert C. Holland,
Grove Baptist Church in Carlisle Co. and Sharon Don Holland and wife Sybil, all of Clayton; one niece,
Baptist Church, Enon Baptist Church, New Home Judith Ann Thornburg and husband David, Cottonwood,
Az.; five great nephews, four great nieces, seven great
Baptist Church and Pryorsburg Baptist Church, all in
great nephews and four great great nieces.
Graves County. He was also a retired building contracFuneral services were at 2 p.m. Tuesday, March 19.
tor.
2002, at the First Baptist Church in Clayton. Rev. Billy
The son of the late Samuel and Annie Allen Davis, Rammage officiated. Burial followed in the Clayton
his wife, Ruth Davis, five brothers and four sisters also Memorial Cemetery by Hass Funeral Directors.
preceded him in death.
He is survived by two sons, Ronnie Davis, Mayfield,
Norman Davis, Hardin; one daughter, Elaine Hadaway,
Murray; one sister, Jesse Lee Wilson, Eugene, Org. ;
seven grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren.
Funeral services for Rev. Davis will be 11 a.m.
Wednesday, March 27, 2002, in the chapel of Brown
Funeral home in Mayfield. Rev. Tony Steele and Rev.
Tom Moore will officiate. Burial is to follow at
Mayfield Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers Bobby Williams, Calvin Moore, Bob
McNutt, Jim Shelton, Chuch Flowers and Bob Nolin
and Harold Barton will be honorary pallbearer.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today at Brown Funeral
Home.

Leon Jarosz, 90, Detroit, Mich. died Friday, March
22, 2002, at 6 p.m. at St. Mary's Hospital in Livonia,
Mich.
He was a retired inspector for the Ford Motor
Company. He was born Nov. 9, 1911 in Asbury Park,
N.J. to the late Valentine and Mary Bachs Jarosz.
He was preceded in death by his wife Frances
Virginia Parker Jarosz who died Dec. 6, 1974, and one
son Daniel Jarosz.
He is survived by one son Thomas Stanley Jarosz
and his wife Myrtle of Morenci, Mich; two sisters,
Sophie Kendra and husband Frank, of Deerborn
Heights, Mich., and Helen Jansen of Monroe, Mich;
one brother Marion Jarosz and wife Eleanor of
Livonia, Mich.; and one grandchild.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman
and York Funeral Home.

Jonathan Russell Koh!helm
Jonathan Russell Kohlheim, 17, Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., formerly of Paducah, died Tuesday,
March 19, 2002, from injuries sustained in an automobile accident in Fort Walton.
While living in Paducah, he was a member of the
Higher Dimension church, a student at Choctaw Night
Academy and also worked for Arby's in Fort Walton.
He was preceded in death by his grandfather,
Russell Kohlheim and one sister, Gericka Kohlheim.
Survivors include his parents, Karen Garrison
Brown of Fort Walton and Greg Kohlheim of Browns
Mills, N.J.; three brothers, Brandon Garrison and
Justin Shaw, both of Fort Walton, Greg Kohlheim Jr.
of Browns Mills; two sisters, Niki Woods of Hurlbut
Field, Fla., Amesha Kohlheim of Brooklyn. N.Y.; two
maternal grandmothers, Bobbie Chrysler of Paducah,
Barbara Tollerson of Brown Mills; two maternal
grandfathers, J.H. Garrison, Jr. of Murray, Mason
Churchill of Jenson Beach, Fla.; one niece and one
nephew.
Funeral services will be 2 p.m. today at Grace
International Church in Paducah. Rev. Zack Strong
will officiate. Burial is to follow at Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation was after 5 p.m. yesterday and will be
afternoon today at Roth Funeral Chapel, 433 Monroe
Street, Paducah.

It ma not be
what's expected, •
I-rut Its likely to be lust w hat is
needed to capture the essence
•
ol a loved one. \\e're a unique luneral home that welcomes
untraditional expressions. ol love and remenibrance.
A collection ol family photographs or a tackle KA if
favorite fishing lures. II it triggers warm thoughts and
memories, we ran help lind an appropriate way
to make it a _part ol the ,cr\ We. Call and ask about our
personalized In ncrals

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Company

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....10375.71 + 94.04
49.69 + 0.04
Air Products
24.06 - 0.15
AOL Time Warner
15.39 + 0.17
AT&T
37.15 + 0.25
Bell South
45.35 + 0.29
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 39.79 - 0.12
56.38 + 0.44
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 89.30 + 0.90
46.65 + 1.24
Daimler Chrysler
73.83 + 0.73
Dean Foods
43.40 + 0.55
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor(New) 16.35 + 0.30
37.55 + 0.51
General Electric
59.41 + 0.61
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ....46.86 + 0.29
30.30 + 0.15
Goodrich
23.82 + 0.03
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* 10.56 B 10.74 A
105.25 + 1.69
IBM
49.00 + 0.02
Ingersoll Rand
30.57 + 0.57
Intel
22.37 + 0.20
Kroger
4.46 - 0.05
Lucent Tech
20.74 - 0.10
Mattel
27.50 + 0.28
McDonalds
57.99 + 0.48
Merck
60.06 + 0.83
Microsoft
20.70 - 0.02
J.C. Penney
.51.80 + 0.52
Pepsico Inc
40.42 + 0.22
Pfizer, Inc.
31.29 + 0.19
Schering-Plough
50.50 + 0.42
Sears
47.35 + 0.54
Union Planters
22.74 + 0.31
US Bancorp
18.60 + 0.69
UST
61.85 + 0.57
Wal-Mart
6.41 - 0.11
Worldcom Inc.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
u
price unchanged

Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
ON THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 2002 AT 11:00 AM
AT 6669 STATE RT. 94 W., MURRAY, KY
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
6669 STATE ROUTE 94 W
MURRAY, KY 42071

DREAM Otsr>>>>»

Cgber-shot
the picture of perfection

'it on a
It to be

tanalue
1min-

This is a ranch style frame house in a country setting. It is located approximately 4 miles from the city of Murray. The 1080
sq. feet of living area consists of a living room, kitchen, three bedrooms, and one bath, and laundry room. This property is
not considered suitable for the Rural Development, Rural Housing Program. This would be an excellent buy for an investor
interested in rental property or for resale after minor repairs.
A.M.
AN OPEN HOUSE WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY,APRIL 10TH. 2002 FROM 11:00 A.M. UNTIL 11:30
Minimum acceptable bid is $21,441.00.
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser.

Talk about High Resolution,
With 5.2 million pixels on
Sony's newest Digital
Camera you can throw that
old 35mm camera away!

LEGAL NOTICE

3cal
sh
Ian
ucer

to

Kentucky, in order to raise the sum
Notice is hereby given that on Thursday. April 25.2002, all1 00 A M at 6669 State Route 94W , Murray, Calloway County,
of $16,482.93 as of April 4,2001
amount
the
in
interest
plus
$10.700.00.
of
amount
of $42,071.72 principal, together with interest credit subsidy granted in the
interest on the Judgement amount (principal plus
plus
Judgement,
of
date
the
until
4,2001,
April
from
daily
$10.3213
at
principal
the
on
thereafter
interest
and
and for the costs of this action, pursuant to
interest to the date of judgment) at the rate of 3 76°c computed daily and compounded annually. until paid in full
United States District Court for the Western District of
Judgement and Order of Sale. being Civil Action No 5 00CV-274-J on the Paducah Docket of the
described property will be sold to the
Kentucky, entered on May 17, 2001, in the case of United States of America vs. Elton R. Bellew, ET AL., the following
highest and best bidder
6669 State Route 94 W , Murray, KY 42071
This tract contains 0 9755 acres
March 21, 1991 and recorded in Book
Being the same lands conveyed by deed Irom Glen D Windsor to Elton R. Bellew and wife. Margaret E. Bellew, dated
177, Card 1884 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
good and
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent (10°.) of the bid price On the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U. S. Marshal)on the day of sale with
days and said bond having the effect
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 3 76% per annum until paid, due and payable in thirty (30)
as a part of the proceeds of the sale, and
of a Judgement. Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited and retained by the U. S. Marshal
the property shall again be offered for sale subject to confirmation by the Court.
defendant and of all persons claiming
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the
price is not equal to two-thirds of
purchase
the
If
value
appraised
the
of
two-thirds
to
equal
is
price
purchase
the
by. Through, under or against them, provided
redeem during the period provided by law
the appraised value, the Deed shall contain a lien in favor of the defendant reflecting the right of the defendant to
in the Local County Clerk's office
(KRS 426.530). Under law, the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the properly of record
Manager
Development
Community
BRUCE D. PARTIN,
Inquiries should be directed to
Rural Development
Paducah. Kentucky
Phone 270-554-7265. ext. 101

If you're trying to keep ahead of the pack when it comes to digital imaging technology, this is
the camera for you. It showcases superb functionality and the most advanced technology
offerings available from a name you know you can trust: Sony. The DSC-F707 Cyber-shot®
digital camera combines a 5.0 Effective (5.2 Gross) CCD, a superior-quality Carl ZeissTM
VarioSonnar lens, Hologram AF laser focus assist for improved focus and exposure metering. Multi-pattern metering and TTL pre-flash exposure control
DSC-F707

Come in and see all the great
Sony Digital Imaging Products
on display now.
506 North 12th Street• Murray, Kentucky

(270)753-7567
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Garden Gurus plan

Community Dat'ebook

event for center

Music and dance to be
celebrated April 11 at MSU

Garden Gurus VI, a program sponsored by the
Purchase Area Master Gardeners, is the first group to sign
up to use the Four Rivers Performing Arts Center in
Paducah. Although the facility is not scheduled to be
completed until late 2003, the group wanted to schedule their annual program at the new center because of its size
and accessibility.
Garden Gurus VI is set for january 10, 2004.
Nationally known horticulturist and television personality Paul James will be keynote speaker.
Desiree Owen-Lyles, Four Rivers Executive Director,
said she is excited about hosing such a major community
event with the potential to draw attendees from a wide
geographical area to Paducah. "The Master Gardeners
event demonstrates the fact that the Four Rivers Center
will be available for use for public and private events."
Lyles said.
Garden Gurus VI will be held in the auditorium and
lobby area of the center.

Compiled by Kristy Hopper

Footworks, a percussive dance ensemble, will present an evening
filled with music and dance that celebrates the world of percussive
dance on Thursday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium.
This engaging show introduces its audience to related traditional
stepdances from Ireland, England, South Africa, Canada and the
American South as well as hamboning, hoofin' and early jazz tap.
The influences of these joyful traditions come together in original,
innovated pieces choreographed by Footworks, a part of the Murray
Civic Music Association.
Photo Provided

MASTER GARDENERS ... Purchase Area Master Gardeners gather around
Four Rivers Performing Arts Center to plan the first event scheduled for the
new center. Master Gardener Garden Gurus VI committee chairmen are
Carolyn Roof. Bud Qualk, Edie Keeney, Desiree Owen-Lyles, Phyllis Petcoff
and Kathy Keeney.

Jobs presents Habitat
information for Kiwanians

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times Photo

COUNTING CARDS...Members of the Garden Club held a
luncheon and card party Friday afternoon at the Murray
Woman's Club. Proceeds from the card party went toward a
scholarship fund for Murray State University's Horticulture
Club.

You Are Invited To The

4" ANNUAL
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
SPRING SING
March 29 • 7 p.m.
Singing, Refreshments,
More Singing

Loretta Jobs, vice president of
the local affiliate of Habitat for
Humanity, described the objectives
and accomplishments of the organization for Murray Kiwanians
Thursday evening.
"The goal of Habitat is to provide decent affordable housing for
God's children everywhere in the
world," Jobs said. "The organization was founded 26 years ago by
Millard and Linda Fuller and since
that time has built 100,000 homes
worldwide."
Jobs explained that these homes
are built with volunteer labor and is
not
a
giveaway
program.
Prospective owners must contribute
500 hours of labor on their house or
on other houses being built by the
affiliate an must make payments on
the home.
Costs are kept low because the
homes are modest and there is no
interest involved in the payments.
As soon as a payment is received it
is recycled into another project.
"Habitat is like the Energizer bunny,
it keeps on building and building,"
Jobs said. "Several Habitat houses
have been built in Murray and some
lots have been purchased for future
homes."
Possible applicants for a Habitat
home are screened by a local selection committee. Criteria for selec-

Loretta Jobs
tion include need, the ability to
repay the mortgage and a willingness to work in partnership with the
volunteer workers.
"Funding for Habitat projects
comes from individuals, corporations and faith groups," Jobs
explained. "All affiliates are asked
to tithe - to give ten percent of their
contributions to fund house-building work in other countries."
Indicating a need for more volunteers. Jobs said that most any individual could be a volunteer and do
something.

To be named to the dean's list,
Timmons, an architecture major.
achieved a grade point average
between 3.50 and 3.99 on a 4.0
scale.

Laura and Dwaine Hampton of Charlotte, N.C. are the parents of a son,
Parker Tate Hampton, born Tuesday, February 19, 2002, at Carolina's
Medical Center.
The baby Weighed 7 pounds 10 ounces and measured 211/4 inches.
Paternal grandparents are Becky Hampton of Murray and Ron Hampton
of Louisville. Maternal grandparents are Doris and Ron Celia of Murray.

MARCH IS RED CROSS MONTH

*Lactation Pumps
•Footcare Products
TOM EWING
Financial Consultant
JEANIE HAWK
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Relieve Tired legs
Reduce Swelling With
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Thursday. March 28, renowned educator Dr. Deneese L. Jones, will
speak at the 2002 Dean's multicultural Lecture Series at Murray State
University about "Preparing Teachers for Pluralistic Classrooms:
Challenges and Perspectives." A reception is to begin at 5:30 p.m. with the
lecture scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. in the large auditorium in Alexander
Hall. The College of Education at Murray State invites the general public,
Murray State students, faculty and staff to attend this lecture.

Chul

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, March 28,at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant moms(and dads)
are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski at 759-4746.

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Road,
will have a Maundy Thursday Service on March 28 at 7 p.m.

Electricity Units to meet
Electricity Units one and two will be meeting at Murray State
University's Agriculture Engineering Building from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
March 26-28. Limited spaces are available. Call the Calloway County
Extension Office to sign up at 753-1452.

Hispanic and Latino festival planned
(c bra'nos. a festival to celebrate the Hispanic and Latino influences
le

in the region is set for Saturday, May 11 from noon until 7 p.m. at the Julian
Carroll Exposition Center, War Memorial Fairgrounds in Mayfield.
Application forms are now available for anyone interested in setting up
food, sales, activity or community service booths. A non-refundable booth
fee of $25 will be charged for all sales booths or for those who plan to
charge fees for activities. Deadline for participation is Friday, March 29.
For more information or to request a packet, contact Ernie Romero,
Purchase AHEC,at 762-4123.

Easter Egg Hunt planned

Egg Hunt and birthday planned
New Providence Missionary Baptist Church will have an Easter Egg
Hunt and Birthday Fellowship on Saturday, March 30, at 4 p.m. There will
be fun and food for all ages, including adults. Everyone is welcome to
attend.

KY Dam plans Easter events
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park's Easter Celebration will be
Sunday, March 31, beginning with a Sunrise Service at 6 a.m. at the Lake
View Pavilion behind the convention center. From noon to 8 p.m. there will
be an Easter buffet in the Village Inn dining room. From 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
pictures with the Easter Bunny will be taken in the Village Inn lobby and at
2:30 p.m. an Easter Egg Hunt is planned at old Gilbertsville High School
where children will be divided into four age groups.

.

re

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079

Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th St.• Murray
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

1

Maundy Thursday service scheduled

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

(270) 753-8055 CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5278

Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3366 or (800) 444-1854

LirkAD WL YOYfl INC NIMINA NYSE
www.hifilare.corn
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Special lecture planned

The Dexter-Air-no Heights Water District will have a meeting on
Monday. April 1, at 6 p.m. at the district office.

Don't leave your
retirement to
chance, leave it to
Hilliard Lyons.

I I

A Fibromyalgia support group will meet on Wednesday, March 27, at 10
a.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness classroom. For more information
contact Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Dexter-Almo to meet

can establish an investment strategy to help
you make the most of your retirement dollars.
Whether investing a lump sum distribution
or saving for retirement. Hilliard Lyons
can give you the
advice to help you
meet your goals.

—Not FDIC msured
—No bank guarantee —May lose value

Fibromyalgia support group to meet

Locust Grove Baptist Church will be hosting a Children's Easter Egg
Hunt on Saturday, March 30, at 2 p.m. Admission to the event is free and
participants are asked to bring a basket and a smile.

Call Hilliard Lyons. Our Financial Consultants

BEM( BOSTON, VP
Certified Financial Planner
Financial Consultant

The Murray High School Site Base Decision Making council will meet
Wednesday. March 27, at 5:30 p.m. in the MHS library.

Mother to Mother to meet

Parker Tate Hampton

Take Action

SBDM to meet

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health Express will offer blood
pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings at First United
Methodist Church on Wednesday, March 27, from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. If you intend to receive a blood sugar screening,
note that the test must be performed two hours after completing a meal.

Birth
Don't take a chance with
your retirement funds.

Rebate night for the Calloway County girl's softball team will be
Tuesday at Sirloin Stockade.

Health Express lists stop

Murray resident makes list
Clemson, S.C. — Glenn T.
Timmons of Murray earned inclusion on the dean's list at Clemson
University because of his outstanding academic accomplishments during the fall semester.

Rebate night to be held

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
tte have been welcoming NEWCOMERS/Me 1946
Over 50 years!
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Terhune scholarship established at Murray State
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The late Dr. Jonathan Nicholas "Nick" Terhune also served his profession in other subsequent success that his choice brought his
Terhune's contributions to life were many. His capacities tlmt included being a diplomat of the way, had a strong impact on all of his younger
family, community and the medical profession American Academy of Ophthalmology and a brothers and sisters. "When it came my time, as
benefited immensely from his presence and the member of the Kentucky Academy of Eye the youngest in the family, to make important life
choices, Murray State was an obvious one," he
Physicians and Surgeons.
legacy he left behind.
He served on the Christian County board of said.
In memory of Terhune, his family and friends
"Often people don't have the benefit of these
established the Dr. Jonathan Nicholas "Nick" health for 23 years and as the chairman of the
Terhune Memorial Scholarship in Pre-Medicine board, he was instrumental in obtaining a state important 'sign posts' along their way in life, and
at Murray State University to memorialize their grant to make the construction of the present 1 am very grateful for my parents' encouragement
and my brothers' and sisters' leadership in guidson, brother, husband, father and friend. The facility possible.
He was one of five Terhune children reared in ing me down this path."
scholarship will assist others in obtaining an eduA Rhodes College English literature graduate,
Murray and afforded the many intellectual opporcation to prepare them for a career.
"He was always very close to Murray State tunities accessible in a college town. His parents, Brad Terhune considers his father a mentor on
and this scholarship is a tribute that would have Russell, a retired MSU piano professor, and moral integrity who helped him make many of
pleased him veiy much," Terhune's wife, Marty, Margaret, a retired MSU librarian, nurtured their life's difficult decisions.
"He taught me how to listen to people and
said. "MSU provided Nick and his four siblings children at early ages through books — an inherited love that Nick passed on to his five children, actually hear what they are saying and how to be
with a wonderful undergraduate base."
a strong man — even now after he is gone, I often
A 4968 MSU graduate with majors in chem- Brad, Kirk, Rusty, Ginger and Jill.
ask myself.'What would Dad do?" he said.
his
received
doctorate
istry and biology, Terhune
Russell Terhune said his favorite memory of
of medicine from Vanderbilt University in 1972.
A poetry writer, Nick Terhune left many of his
A pioneering ophthalmologist in western his son is reciting the whole poem, "The Night
Kentucky, Terhune was a widely known and Before Christmas," in front of their church fami- own penned signatures on life in "My Cup
Runneth Over: A Collection of Poems." "A
respected physician dating from 1978 when he ly at the age of three.
"I had recited that to our children as a nightly Message to My Children," "Ode to Marty,""My
began his practice in Hopkinsville until his death
ritual days before Christmas and Nick picked it One True Love,""My Friend" and "Life" are just
from cancer last summer.
Terhune served as a member of the medical up quickly, as he did with many other books that a few of the inspirational titles offered in the messages he left behind to his family members.
and surgical staffs of several area hospitals and were read to him," he said.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate from Southern
Since Nick Terhune was the oldest of the
established the Ophthalmology Associates of
Terhune children, he paved an educational path Methodist University, Ginger Terhune dedicated
Western Kentucky.
The first physician in Hopkinsville to provide which his parents helped establish that was fol- her degree to her father at commencement for
refractive surgery, he used his medical knowl- lowed closely by his siblings. Dan (1972), Becky inspiring in her the joy of learning and giving her
edge and talents to help children from foreign ('75), Penny ('77) and Bryan ('79) are also a love of literature.
She said her father's words offered to her
countries receive the gift of eyesight through free Murray State University graduates.
Marty Terhune told of his attending an MSU when she was struggling with her life's direction
medical services.
Terhune, along with other physicians at the alumni event in Hopkinsville just a few days are very important to her. Ginger said she still
_
.
Jennie Stuart Medical Center, performed surger- before he passed away. "While he was there, he hears-her-father in her thoughts saying,"You just
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Boggess of Farmington, announce the engagement ies on children from Guatamala and provided learned about the brick program where one can do the best you can. That's all the angels can do."
of their daughter, Brook Alish Boggess, to Jared Ross Adams, son of Mr. them with eyesight. A front-page article in the purchase bricks for the new alumni center," she
To contribute to the Dr. Jonathan Nicholas
and Mrs. Mark Adams of Sedalia.
Terhune Memorial Scholarship in Pre"Nick"
sibhis
of
each
for
brick
a
purchased
"He
said.
sucthe
told
Era
New
Kentucky
April 27, 1988
Miss Boggess is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Medicine, establish a scholarship, or for more
surgery story of a young Gutamalan lings in honor of their MSU education."
eye
cessful
Calhoun of Farmington and Mrs. Doris Boggess and the late Hampton
The youngest of the Terhune siblings, Bryan, information, contact Marian Dillard by phone at
girl, a gift that resulted in the girl putting her arms
Boggess of Dexter.
Nick's choice to attend Murray State 762-3033 or toll free at 1-800-758-8510, or by Esaid
gesture.
thank-you
a
as
around Terhune's neck
She is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School and is currently employed
A former captain in the U.S. Air Force, University for his undergraduate degree, and the mail at marian.dillard@murraystate.edu.
by Wal-Mart.
A 2000 graduate of Graves County High School, Mr. Adams is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams of Lynn Grove and the late Eule and
Eurlene Grogan of Kentucky.
He is a member of Bethany Baptist Church and is employed by Briggs
The centerpiece of the exhibit is decoration -- including a Shinto kimono for summer, and several
CADIZ, Ky. — The Janice
and Stratton.
examples of traditional children's
priest's robe.
wedding ensemble.
the
recentCadiz
of
Museum
Art
Mason
The wedding will take place at I p.m., April 20, 2002 at Bethany Baptist
"summer
a
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exhibit
The
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men's
several
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ly announced the opening of
Church in Farmington. All friends and relatives arc invited. •
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Japanese Kimono
Holeman Collection, on loan from
the Dawson Springs Museum and
Art Center.
This exhibit runs March 29
through May 15, and contains
306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky
almost 50 pieces of traditional
Japanese clothing, art and cultural
artifacts collected by Curator
Claude A. Holeman.
A members-only reception for
Holeman will be held April 13,
(March, 2002)
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
in
worked
Holeman lived and
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Japan for over 30 years. During that
Fixed Annuity
Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery
time, he came to appreciate the
This competitive interest rate is guarand
beauty of Japanese kimono
anteed for one year upon issue and
other traditional garments and the
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates. However, regardexquisite fabrics used to make them.
of rate changes over the years,
less
He has just returned from a trip to
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaranJapan where attended a reunion of
tees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00% Since early surrender
former students.
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A MOCK OF A TRIAL ... Fifth-grade students from East
Calloway Elementary School took part in the 8th Annual Mock
Trial production of Captain Hook vs. Peter Pan, a mock trial
written by Randy Hutchens. Hutchens assisted in the production, which took place in the Calloway County Circuit
Courtroom on March 19, 2002. The purpose of the production
was to introduce the students to the court system. Hutchens
has hosted mock trials for city and county students for the
last eight years.
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DREAM ON'">»» ,

Join Us For A
HANDYCANI•
CA MCORDERS

PREVIEW
PARTY

Do more
with your
memortes:-

SONY.

$299-°°

The CCD-TRV108 is an affordable
camcorder with excellent Hi8 picture
quality and features like a 2.5"
SwivelScreen LCD monitor and
NightShot for Video Capture even in
total darkness.

Friday, March 29
10 a.m.
Learn more about this trip which includes two nights in Monterey, two nights in
San Francisco and two nights in Napa all in deluxe and first class hotels, daily
breakfast, round trip airfare from Nashville, motorcoach transportation. City tours
include Monterey,San Francisco, Napa Valley, lunch at a Sonoma Winery and dinner at Cannery Row.
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A representative from Colpitts Group Travel will be on hand to answer all your
questions and give a photographic presentation.
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Come in and see all the great
Sony HandyCam Products on
display now.
4 (270) 753-7567
506 North 12th Street 41 Murray, K•ritticky .
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Spring signals changes for Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
NCAA Tournament
Sports Editor
"As you look at what the basSpring has signaled a season ketball team was able to do, it
of change for the Murray State kind of sets the tone for our kids,"
Racer football program.
he noted. "It takes a lot of hard
Since the Racers' season ended work to do what they did, and
last November, two assistant coach- there's po reason why we can't
es have left the program, coach- do the same in
ing duties have been re-assigned football."
and practice is expected to take
The
thirdon a different look this spring.
year
head
Even the program's facilities coach's resolve
have changed, as the coaches' to ressurect the
offices and surrounding areas inside Murray program
Roy Stewart Stadium are current- from
back-toly being -remodeled.
back 6-5 and 4"This is always a fun time of 6 finishes is so
the year," said MSU head coach strong that he
Pannunzio
Joe Pannunzio. "I'm excited about recently turned
the possibilities of what we can down a high-protile job opportuaccomplish here in the next year nity.
... I'm ready to prove to myself
The NFL's Tampa Bay Buccathat we can win here."
neers contacted Pannunzio in early
Pannunzio left no doubt that he March about a coaching Position
at least drew some of his inspi- in the organization, but the courtration from the Racer basketball ing process never reached the interteam's stunning run through the view stage.
Ohio Valley Conference Tourna-.
"I never let it get that far,"
ment that produced a postseason Pannunzio explained. "I thought a
championship and a berth in the lot about it, but I just couldn't
do it ... I'm excited about the
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger photo
GET AWAY...Murray State possibilities here."
One look at the MSU roster,
wide receiver Leonard Nutand there certainly appears to be
ter (19) tries to shake a Racer
cause for excitement for Pannundefender during Sunday's zio and
the rest of the Racer fampractice at Roy Stewart Sta- ily.
dium. The Racers are makWith Sunday's start of the 15ing some changes in prepa- day spring practice schedule, the
rations for the 2002 season. Racers welcomed back 38 players

Kansas not satisfied
with Final Four bid
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
This much the Kansas Jayhawks
know:
Their season will end in Atlanta,
at the Georgia Dome, in their first
Final Four since 1993.
But you have to look five years
back from then,
to a March night
at Kansas City's
Kemper Arena,
to see what really drives this
team.
"Our
goal
wasn't to reach
the Final Four.
It was to win
Williams
the
national
championship," said junior forward
Nick Collison, who scored 25 points
and had 15 rebounds on Sunday
as Kansas beat Oregon 104-86 in
the Midwest Regional finals.
The other Kansas players echoed
that sentiment: Now, nothing short
of the Jayhawks' first national title
since 1988 — the year before Roy
Williams took over as coach —
will do.
"It was joy out there" celebrating the win over Oregon, freshman point guard Aaron Miles said.
"But we know it's not done. We
don't want it to stop here. It feels

good to be one of the four teams
that can possibly win the championship, but we want to be the
ones to do it.
"We want to do it for coach
Williams, because of all the things
people have said about him, but
we also want to do it for ourselves as a team," Miles said.
The Jayhawks, who meet Maryland in the national semifinals on
Saturday, have held that goal since
the preseason. Williams taped pictures of the Georgia Dome in each
player's locker, along with the
message: "What did you do to get
here today?"
"It was just kind of a reminder
every day when you don't feel
like practicing," Collison said."You
see that and realize what you're
playing for."
What Kansas (33-3) did to get
to Atlanta was sweep the Big 12
regular season, 16-0, and win its
first two conference tournament
games before being beaten in the
finals by Oklahoma — another
Final Four team.
Seeded No. 1 despite that loss,
the Jayhawks held off Holy Cross
70-59, blew out Stanford 86-63
and scored a hard-fought 73-69
win over Illinois before running
over the Ducks on Sunday.

UK players receive
community service
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky basketball players Gerald Fitch and Erik Daniels were
placed in a diversion program
and ordered to perform community service Monday for
attempting to get into a night
club with fake IDs last month.
Attorney
James
Lowry
appeared in Fayette District Court
before Judge Maria Ransdell on
behalf of Fitch and Daniels.
If they complete their community service, their records will
be cleared, a court official said.
Fitch and Daniels are due
back in court April 16 to learn
what community service they
will he required to perform.

Fitch and Daniels were cited
for third-degree criminal possession of a forged instrument
on Feb. 21 after trying to get
into a Lexington night club with
phony South Carolina driver's
licenses.
The incident came less than
a week after Fitch fought with
another player on a flight back
from Georgia. He was suspended for Kentucky's 64-61 victory over Tennessee on Feb. 19.
Fitch and Daniels were both
suspended for the team's game
against Arkansas on Feb. 23. They
were reinstated, but neither played
the Wildcats' next game, a
Feb. 27 loss at Vanderbilt.

Women's Final Four
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among his six-man staff.
Second-year offensive coordinator Jeff Menage has agreed to
take the offensive line coaching
duties, in addition to his coordinators' post.
As part of the shift in responsibilities, Pannunzio will now handle quarterbacks.
"We've got an older (offensive)
line, and I didn't want to change
the chemistry or any of the calls,"
he said. "I will play a bigger role
in the play calling and in the dayto-day operations of the offense
... I think our offense should have
the chance to be pretty good. But
the key thing will be getting better play from our quarterbacks."
To aid in that process, Pannunzio add a little more aggression to his spring practices.
"I spent a week with the coaching staff at the Univeristy of Colorado, and they take a more aggressive approach to their spring practices. So what we're going to do
is make the quarterback live and
let the defense go after him," said
Pannunzio.
"We're need to change some
things as far as our tackling in
the spring."
The Racers' spring practice
schedule includes 4 p.m. practices
on Wednesdays .and Fridays, a 9
a.m. workout on Saturdays and a
3 p.m. session on Sundays. The
spring schedule runs through April
21.

Memphis
will host
Tyson fight
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Boxing Writer
Memphis wanted the attention,

Chief Rivals
(Top) Tennessee head coach Pat Summitt guided her Lady Vols to their
13th Final Four with Monday's win
over archrival Vanderbilt. UT will meet
Sue Bird (right) and top-ranked Connecticut in one of two national semifinal games on Friday night.

Women's field down to four
By CHUCK SCHOFFNER
Two weeks ago, when the
AP Sports Writer
NCAA tournament started, ConDuke got one of its basket- necticut was the overwhelming
ball teams to a Final Four, and favorite to win the national chamOklahoma now has both. As usual, pionship. Nothing has happened
Connecticut and Tennessee made since to change that perception.
it, too.
Just ask Old Dominion.
The field for the women's Final
Connecticut made its first 13
Four in San Antonio is set after shots in beating the Lady Monregional championship games archs 85-64 in the Mideast
that, with one exception, went Regional final. The Huskies, seekaccording to form.
ing their third national title, won
Connecticut, Duke and Okla- their other NCAA tournament
homa advanced as No. 1 seeds games by margins of 18, 38 and
on Monday night. Tennessee was 49 points.
a No. 2 seed, but the Lady Vols
"I'm not ready to call them
making it for the 13th time is the best ever," UConn coach Geno
hardly a surprise. Tennessee (29- Auriemma said, "but maybe after
4) plays Connecticut (37-0) in next weekend."
one semifinal Friday night. OklaTennessee, a six-time nationhoma (31-3) plays Duke (31-3) al champion, advanced with a
in the other.
68-63 victory over Southeastern

660 North I 2th Street
Murray. 19'42071
(Behind Cracker Barrel,

I

from last sears 4-6 unit that
included a pair of losses to Division I-A members Mississippi and
Minnesota. Included in that mix
are seven returning starters on both
sides of the ball.
In addition. Murray will welcome 22 signees to campus when
fall camp opens in late July. Among
those already on campus and participating in spring drills are heralded Division I-A transfers Deandre Green (wide receiver, Auburn),
Michael Hanley (defensive back,
Indiana), Marcus Johnson (defensive tackle, Auburn) and Jimmy
St. Louis (tight end, Auburn).
"We went the transfer route this
time," Pannunzio added."When you
get transfers like that, you know
they came here for a reason —
whether its academic issues or whatever. But our (athletic) department
has done a nice job with those
guys, and we're looking forward
to what they can give us."
As the Racers open camp this
spring, they are without the services of offensive line coach Matt
Luke and student assistant John
McAfee, who both left the program for other coaching positions.
Luke returned to his alma mater,
the University of Mississippi, to
assume a similar position with the
Rebels while McAfee joined the
Arena Football League's Indianapolis franchise.
Those departures have forced
Pannunzio to re-assign duties

Eyecare
Specialists

Conference rival Vanderbilt in
the Midwest Regional. Vanderbilt was the No. 1 seed.
Duke, whose men's team was
upset as a No. 1 seed in the
regionals, earned its second
women's Final Four trip by beating South Carolina 77-68 in the
East. Oklahoma became the first
Big 12 team to reach the Final
Four in the league's six-year history, beating Colorado 94-60 in
the West.
The Oklahoma men's team also
made it.
Oklahoma also made the Final
Four in the men's tournament
and becomes the third school to
put teams in both in the same
year. Duke did it in 1999 and
Georgia in 1983

and Mike Tyson needed a place
to fight. It took awhile, but the
match was finally made.
Memphis ended up tt* winner
in the bid to land Tyson's fight
with
heavyweight
champion
Lennox Leiyis, getting a fight that
Nevada rejected and several other
states found objectionable.
One of the biggest fights ever
was salvaged when promoters
agreed Monday for Tyson and
Lewis to meet
for the heavyweight title. It's
not Las Vegas,
but for Memphis
it will be the big
time.
"It certainly
will boost the
tourism awareness for that
Tyson
city," said John
Wade, Tennessee's tourism cornmissioner.
A fight that could make more
th,m $100 million — and pay
each fighter more than $20 million — is now scheduled to take
place at .the 20,000-seat Pyramid
arena, where ringside seats will
fetch $2,500.
And, unlike the New York press
conference that caused the fight
to be run out of Las Vegas when
Tyson threw a punch and then a
tantrum, the fighters will not get
together for any prefight publicity this time around.
"We're not having any more
press conferences with the two of
them together," Tyson adviser
Shelly Finkel said.
Weeks of trying to keep the
fight alive culminated Monday in
an agreement for Lewis to defend
his IBF and WBC heavyweight
titles against the once-feared former champion.
The fight is an intriguing
matchup of boxer versus puncher, though it might have lost some
of its appeal as the two boxers
argued for years over whether they
should meet, and Tyson has been
largely inactive.

Telephone
270-753-6272
I-800-272-9477

Ophthalmologist
•
Eye l'hysician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eyo disease
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon.. Thurs. & Fri.

•

McClard's Towing
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Photo Courtesy of the VVest Kentucky Reds

TOURNEY CHAMPS...Members of the 2002 West Kentucky Reds travel sqaud include
(front row, from left) Devion Winchester, Timothy Dunn, Gabriel Shaw, Colby Starks,
Shawn Wilkerson, (back row) coach Kenneth McCuistion, Jake Faughn, Quentin Riley,
Austin McCuistion, Taylor Thieke, Josh Streetman, M.J, McCuistion, Coaches James
Streetman and Kirk Starks.

Reds open season at 3-1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The West Kentucky Reds local
travel team opened their 2002
season last weekend, going 3-1
in the Graves County Trojans
Invitational tournament, held at
Mayfield.

The Reds — formerly the
Murray Magic — opened the 2002
campaign last Friday with a 31 victory over a squad from
Christian County and then made
it two in a row by downing host
Graves County 12-3 on Saturday.
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Final Four not enough for IU
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BLOOMINGTON, Ind.(AP) —
The Indiana Hoosiers dreamed all
season about reaching the Final
Four.
That's not good enough in
Bloomington anymore.
Now that Indiana has advanced
to its first Final Four since 1992,
the Hoosiers made it clear Monday that they are expanding their
horizons and adjusting their goals.
"We have a chance to win this
game and be in the title game,"
said Dane Fife, one of two seniors on the team. "We want to be
remembered for winning a championship, not getting to the Final
Four."
To achieve that, the Hoosiers
must first knock off Oklahoma on
Saturday.
The Sooners are quick and physical, and if the Hoosiers are without starting point guard Tom
Coverdale, who sprained his left
ankle in Saturday's 81-69 victory
over Kent State, the challenge will
only be greater.
Coverdale did not practice Monday and hobbled around campus
on crutches.
But while few people expected
Indiana to still be playing on the
final weekend of the college season, the Hoosiers are viewing the
Final Four as an opportunity to
show they belong.
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"This week is a very good chance
to come out and show everyone
how we've worked all year," Big
Ten player of the year Jared Jeffries said. "I really felt like our
team was coming together to make
a push in this tournament, and we've
done that."
The Hoosiers have been able
to succeed in different ways.
Against Duke, Indiana relied on
its inside game. Two days later,
their outside shooting took care
of Kent State.
That was by design.
What isn't by design is the fact
that they are the lowest remaining seed — a No. 5 — heading
to Atlanta. Again, Indiana is the
underdog.
"Being the underdog right now
is a good thing because we're trying to prove a point," Davis said.
-My point is that close is not
good. You have to win."
By winning four straight NCAA
tournament games, Indiana's recent
history of first- and second-round
exits has been all but forgotten.
The Hoosiers avenged their firstround exit last season by defeating Kent State. They need jut
two more wins to claim their sixth
national championship.
"Who would have thought this
would happen?" Fife said. "I
remember sitting here, playing with
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West Kentucky's only setback
of the tournament came in the
night cap game on Saturday when
it fell 3-1 to the Paducah Storm.
But the. Reds made amends
for that loss, defeating the Storm
11-8 in the tournament championship game on Sunday.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Paced by Cuyler Hedley's fourthplace tie, the Murray State Lady
Racer golf team finished third out
of 12 teams in the Saluki Invitational played Sunday and Monday at Hickory Ridge Golf Course
in Carbondale, Ill.
Murray State shot a 36-hole
score of 645 to finish just four
strokes behind tournament champion Southern Illinois. Bradley
University finished second at 643
and was followed by MSU.
Hedley, a sophomore from

Cobourg, Ontario, shot a two-round
score of 79-79=158 to earn a tie
for fourth among the field of 79
golfers.
Junior Stephanie Baskey shot
an 81-79=180 to finish in a tie
for eighth. Freshman Santie Koch
of South Africa shot a 78-84=162
to finish tied for 14th. Sophomore
Nikki Orazine earned a tie for
21st after shooting an 83-82=165.
Senior Megan Rees, who finished tied for 36th, shot an 8884=172 while junior Kelly Wren
placed 50th with a score of 8989=178.

these guys and we dreamed all
the time, but now that we're really here, it seems like a dream
come true. I'm so excited for this
team and this state."

Due to incorrect information supplied to The Murray Ledger & Times, a
member of the Murray Little League fifth- and sixth-grade boys' basketball
championship team was incorrectly identified in a photo published in The Ledger
last week. The player's correct name is Daniel Burgdolf.
Dale Earnhardt's Legacy traveling museum souvenir trailer and stock car will
be the centerpiece of a memorabilia celebration hosted by Twin Hills Collectables April 18-19 in Mayfield
A Dealer Appreciation Day featuring Winston Cup driver Tony Stewart and
special guests from NASCAR and Action Performance Companies will be held
April 18 Stewart will sign autographs from noon to 2 p.m , and the event will
include tours of the trailer, a live remote, food and door prizes.
Accompanying the Dale Earnhardt Trailer will be an authentic Dale Earnhardt #3 GM Goodwrench Seivice Plus Chevrolet Monte Carlo For more information, call 1-800-210-8230
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave
For more information, call Mike Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext 23

CINCINNATI (AP) - Bob
Huggins is staying at the University of Cincinnati — for now.
Huggins decided to stay with
the Bearcats and turn down West
Virginia's offer to take over as
basketball coach Monday, but the
NBA is still out there.
Huggins, who has said repeatedly that he is interested in coaching in the NBA, wouldn't comment directly on that possibility
Monday night, other than to say
he has had those offers before.
Cincinnati athletic director Bob
Goin acknowledged that the school
realizes it could face more competition for -Huggins.
"We went through it and won
this one at the collegiate level,"
Goin said Monday night. "I can't
guarantee it won't happen again.
If you've got somebody that's good.
it happens quite frequently."
Huggins was courted by West
Virginia for about a week.
"It was a very hard decision"
Huggins told The Associated Press
on Monday night. "Both schools
have been great to me."
Huggins said that Consideration
of his family and players played
a part in his decision, but the
support of the community and
working conditions at Cincinnati
also were deciding factors.
"UC is a great place, and the
community has been great to me
for 13 years," Huggins said.
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
GB
x-New Jersey
45
25
Boston
40
31
5 1/2
Orlando
37
32
7 1/2
Philadelphia
37
32
7 1/2
Washington
32
38
13
Miami
31
38
13 1/2
New York
26
43
18 1/2
Central Division
L
W
GB
Detroit
41
28
Milwaukee
37
31
3 1/2
Charlotte
33
36
5
Indiana
34
35
6
Toronto
32
38
9 1/2
Atlanta
28
41
13
Cleveland
45
25
16 1/2
Chicago
17
53
24 1/2
a-clinched playoff spot
Sunday's Games
Detroit 109, Boston 101
Toronto 92. Washington 91
Charlotte 99, Indiana 84
Milwaukee 110, Orlando 85
Philadelphia 90, New York 82
New Jersey 116. Atlanta 102
L A Lakers 97, Sacramento 96
Houston 116, Golden State 104
Monday's Games
Boston 87, Miami 82
Denver 84, New York 83
Phoenix 102, Cleveland 96
Seattle 106, Utah 92
Memphis 103, Portland 100
San Antonio 91. L.A. Clippers 85

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
GB
x-San Anionic,
a-Dallas
Minnesota
Utah
Houston
Denver
Memphis
Pacific Division

49
48
42
38
26
21
18

21
21
27
32
43
47
52

a-Sacramento
x-L A Lakers
Portland
Seattle
L A Clippers
Phoenix
Golden State

49
49
43
40
36
32
17

19
20
27
31
35
38
52

1/2
6 1/2
11
22 112
27
31
GB
1/2
7
10 1/2
14 1/2
18
32 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Denver at Washington, 7 p.m.
Detroit at Indiana, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Atlanta, 730 p.m.
Chicago at Orlando, 7 30 p.m.
Dallas at Milwaukee, 8 p m
Golden State at Minnesota, 8 p m
Houston at Utah, 9 p m
L A Clippers at Sacramento 10 30 p
Cleveland at L A Lakers, 10 30 p m
Wednesdays Games
Orlando at Charlotte. 7 p m.
Golden State at Boston, 7 p.m
New York at Detroit, 7 30 p m
Miami at Toronto, 8 p m
New Jersey at Philadelphia 8 p m
L A Lakers at Phoenix. 9 p.m
Memphis at Seattle, 10 p m.
San Antonio at Portland. 10-30 pm

YOUR VOTE COUNTS. VOTEIN MAYFOR
YOUR OFFICIALS
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Sportariefs
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The Murray Middle School chess team collected eight
medals at the 2002 Bluegrass Winter Games, which came to a close last
weekend
MMS took the gold medal in the junior high team competition, while Justin
Arnold won gold among eighth-grade chess players and in quick chess in the
19-and-under division. Blake McCuiston was the top overall junior high player
and third in 19-and-under quick chess.
Chess Volp won the sixth-grade gold medal as Steven Arnold (third grade)
and Zachary Buck (fifth grade) captured bronze in their respective age groups
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SunCom Stores:
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Henderson Ea
Owensboro EN Evansville
5101 Frederica St. 5405 Pearl Drive
2215 Highway 41 North
Suite C
(across from
(near Stadium 16)
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812-434-2925
the 41 Truck Plaza)
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812-476-2963
VMUt
11,0411,

Paducah
3420 Park Avenue
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Park Ave Chrysler)
270-444-0104
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Premier Wireless
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Cell Tech
lit Kentucky Oaks Mail
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Copyright 2002 SunCom. Requires new

easiness Sales: Owensboro 270-570-0010 • Evansville 812-476-2956 • Paducah 270-444-0324

activation, credit approval, at 1.%.• ,r) tee, annual contract, a cancellation fee of 512.50 per month remaining in contract and a TDMA
tri-mode digital phone. Limit one free faceplate per phone purchase and as t tvation. Plan and coverage not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls or if a call
,
i placed or received offshore Of outside of the SunCom Cities Coverage Area. Airtime for each call is rounded,up to the next full minute. Monthly included minutes cannot be carried
over to any other month and must be used in your SunCom Cities Coverage Area. Roaming, long distance, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and
taxes may apply. Night times are 8PM-7AM. Weekend times,are Fri. 8PM—Mon. 7AM. Subject to terms and conditions contained in the SunCom Welcome Guide and Service
Plans and Coverage Area brochures. May not be available with other offers. Advertised package offer not available with prepay plans and available until 4/30. One mail-in rebate per
purchase of a qualifyir* handset and wireless service activation with SunCom between 1111 and 4/30. To be eligible, phone must remain on SunCom service for at least 30 days
and phone must be active on SunCom service at the time rebate is processed. Rebate requests must be postinanced by 5t30. Other restrictions apply. See rebate form for full details.
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Former Bell County sheriff missing,feared dead
HARLAN,Ky.(AP)— A former and he would never put us through much we can say," said Captain
sheriff convicted 20 years ago of this."
Mike Reichenbach, commander of
conspiring to kill two political foes
Trooper Buddy Simpson, a the state police post in Harlan. "We
has been reported missing, and spokesman for the Kentucky State are working a murder investigation."
authorities have opened a murder Police, said Browning's truck was
Authorities will use X-ray and
investigation.
found on a rural road off U.S. 119 in DNA testing to make a positive
Paul L. Browning Jr.. 56, who eastern Bell County.
identification.
was seeking re-election as sheriff,
Laymon Johnson of Harlan said
The state medical examiner's
didn't return home after a day of rumors are rampant about who office in Frankfort is doing the
campaigning in Harlan County on might have killed Browning.
autopsy.
Friday, and police opened a missing
"People are afraid to talk much
"I expect it will be two or three
person case on Saturday. His burned about it," Johnson said. "They're days before we have an ID on the
pickup truck, with charred human afraid someone might bump them body," Bell County Coroner Clyde
remains inside, was found on a rural off, too."
Creech said.
road in an adjoining county late
A crowded bench on the courtBrowning's family became worSaturday evening.
house lawn Monday afternoon was ried about his whereabouts Friday
Authorities haven't yet identified filled with as many theories as it was evening. He had called home to say
the body as that of Browning. The old men.
he would be back sometime close to
coroner's office said positive identi"People don't know if it was a 5 p.m., said Paul Browning III, the
fication may be days away, but his drug dealer that he might have sent former sheriff's son.
ife, Jayne Browning, said she has to prison when he was sheriff before,
Browning was elected sheriff in
reached the grim conclusion that her or if it was a political foe," Johnson 1981 but was arrested the next year
husband is dead.
•
said. It's kind of scary not know- amid accusations that he conspired
"I'm too realistic a person to ing."
to kill a local magistrate and the
think otherwise," she said. "I
State police released little new county school board chairman. He
haven't heard from him, and he information on Monday. "Until we was sentenced to 10 years in prison
always called. He loved his family, get an ID on the body, there's not in 1982 after being convicted of two

counts of conspiracy to commit murder. Magistrate Elijah Buell and ir
county school board chairman John
Y. Blanton were the targets in the
scheme, prosecutors said. Neither
was killed.
Browning served three years, was
paroled in 1985 and moved to Ohio.
He later moved back to Harlan
County and had his civil rights
restored.
He filed to seek re-election in
January, saying his attempt to shut
down bootlegging activities and corruption in Harlan County led to his
legal troubles. He has always maintained his innocence.
"I'm sure he had enemies,
because there were people who did
him wrong before," Jayne Browning
said.
Laymon Johnson said Browning
was a strong contender in the race,
despite the conviction.
"I don't believe he was guilty of
that stuff," he said. "A lot of people
don't believe that stuff."

Authorities find drowning victim in eastern Ky.
STANTON,Ky.(AP)— Authorities have found
the body of an eastern Kentucky man who drowned
alter the truck he was riding in was swept away in
a flood on a small creek.
William Larry Bellamy, 28, of Clay City, had
been missing for more than a week. Bellamy was

one of two Powell County men who drowned in
rain-swollen Brush Creek on March 15, said
Powell County Coroner Carl Wells.
The body of Kendall Fallen, 36, was recovered
previously.
Bellamy and Fallen were crossing a bridge off

Kentucky 15 near Westbend when the truck toppled
into the creek.
"Normally, you could jump across the creek, but
when it rains real hard it comes up quick," Wells
said.

photo provided

SENATOR JACKSON WELCOMES NAVY HERO TO SENATE
CHAMBER ... State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray) welcomes
Carl Brashear, the Navy's first African-American master
diver, during the Kentucky native's recent visit to the state
Capitol in Frankfort. Brashear's life story served as the
inspiration for the film "Men of Honor," starring Oscar-winning actor Cuba Gooding Jr. Brashear is a native of Hardin
County.

Auditors say TVA could do more to cut energy use

FREE SINK
rifled,iii„„t. BASE OFFER!
(*)

AB
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Y

Receive a FREE SINK BASE* with the
purchase of any Silverline, Designer or
Designer Gold Cabinets on orders placed
between March 27 and April 26.
See Missy For Your FREE Estimate and Kitchen Design.
'Minimum order of 12 cabinets to qualify

MYERSr
,Ld umber Co.
500 S. 4th St.• Murray • 753-6450

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — much smog.
The• GAO urged the TVA to
The Tennessee Valley Authority
knows how to make energy, but it "more aggressively pursue" what is
has failed to learn how to save it, known as "demand-side managecongressional auditors say.
ment" — programs designed to
"As a result, to meet its cus- encourage conservation through
tomers' growing demand for power, price breaks and other incentives to
TVA will need to generate more business and residential consumers.
power itself, or purchase more
TVA has offered some of these
power from others," the General programs for years — notably an
Accounting Office said in a report Energy Right program that proreleased Monday.
motes energy efficient heat pumps.
The GAO praised TVA's multi- But the GAO said Florida Power'
billion-dollar commitment to and Light, Georgia Power and
reduce emissions from its coal- some other investor-owned utilities
fired power plants.
are doing far more.
But the auditors said inevitably
Environmentalists, have been
the demand for more power leads arguing this case for years as TVA
to more power plants and that con- instead pursued the completion of
tributes to more pollution for a one long-delayed nuclear reactor
region already suffering from too and is now weighing whether to

finish two more and restart an idled
third reactor.
"We have energy efficiency programs in place and we are evaluating additional programs. But we
have to look at the cost and we
have to look at the consumer interest and that's what we are in the
process of doing right now," TVA
spokeswoman Barbara Martocci
said.
But Stephen Smith, director of
the Knoxville-based Southern
Alliance for Clean Energy, said.
"The programs that they do have
are not being done very well and
there is a real question about
whether the ones they are promising are ever going to be implemented."
U.S. Rep. Charles Taylor, R-

N.C., who blames TVA for much of
the pollution in the Great Smoky
Mountains and western North
Carolina, requested the GAO study.
"Our office has said for years
that TVA could do more and this
report certainly confirms that,"
Taylor press secretary Will Haynie
said from the congressman's
Asheville, N.C., office.
The GAO praised TVA's plans to
increase capacity by 10 percent
through 2005 while at the same
time significantly reducing sulfur
dioxide and nitrogen dioxide emissions that lead to acid rain, elevated
ozone and haze.
But the auditors said TVA has
failed to take advantage of existing
conservation programs or create
new ones.

12-POINT MAINTENANCE YOUR MOWER CAN STAY AT HOME FOR...
Now get complete
professional mower
maintenance...

"SERVICING THE MAYFIELD AREA."
2. Clean engine
1. Inspect belts for
wear, adjust tension

3. Replace spark
plug(s), adjust gap

at your convenience,
4. Inspect or

at your home.

replace air filter

With Ready-To-Mow, our John Deere

5. Check
battery voltage
and continuity

JLJ

technician will service whatever brand
of walk-behind mower or lawn tractor
you own, right at your doorstep. Your

6. Change and
dispose of oil
and replace filter

equipment will run better. Last longer.
And start easier. And be sure to ask us
to bring out a mower or line trimmer to

7. Grease axle
and mower
spindles

try while we're there. We can also
service your other lawn-care equipment, including trimmers, blowers
and chain saws. Even change tractor

1

attachments for you. (Repair work
available at additional cost.) Call us
now for an appointment.

1

•

12. Check
tire tread
and pressure

10. Scrape built-up
debris from under
mower deck

11. Test operation of

safety systems

8. Test operation of
brakes, carburetor
and transmission

9. Sharpen blades, check
balance and straightness
to avoid vibration

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS
www.readytomow.com

Mower maintenance you can feel at home with:m

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.

02000 21 25318

AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG

Monday-Friday

MAYFIELD

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

1201 Fulton Road •800-247-4457
wwwhutsonsag com

7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Saturday

4
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JUST TRY IT...Allen Potts is
ready to stop the soccer ball
if it comes his way while he
plays goalie during a sports
enrichment class at MES.

THE GOOD KIND...Deadrick
Ballard shows a snake he
made after using several ingredients during a science experiment at MES.

TEN TIMES...Jason
Spann.
MES student. invented a way
for students to learn how to
count by tens with 2 rulers
and 10 groups of bolts.

CAREFUL...Maggie
Morris
decided she want to use part
of her spring break taking an
art enrichment class. She
attends MES.
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COUNTING...Nicholas Alexander, MES student. is very
proud of himself after putting numbers in order during
math time.

WHAT I SAW...Rachel Wooten.
P1 student at MES, is shown
writing about the flower she
observed during center time.
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HERITAGE PROUD...Murray Elementary students celebrated
Black History Month throughout February. Shay Ford and
Megan Perry gave a presentation on Tiger Cub News and
showed books on black history available to be checked out
of the library.

THIS WOULD LIKE NICE...Alex Bloodworth shows how much
she enjoyed the Art Enrichment class she recently took,
taught by Murray Elementary teacher Erin Hancock. She is
painting a plate she designed.

DO, RE, MI...Shaneice Guyse listens as the student teacher
presents a music lesson during Intersession week on how
notes go up and down. Shaneice is a Murray Elementary
student.

TVA has
of existing
or create

-

YOUNG ACTORS...Leanne Luther, Michael Perkins
and Steven Carlile read their parts to a play created by Melissa Moreland. student teacher at East
Elementary.

FINAL ANSWER...Luke Stinnett,
CCMS student, searches for
answers in 7th grade Social Studies class.

THE ANSWER IS...Reita Robinson's class really enjoys learning math when they use computers in their classroom at
Southwest Elementary. Here they are doing Speedway Math
to see how fast they can answer 100 questions.

OUR C/FT SWO'/S
OVERAZOW/A/0 WITH
SPRIA/C PRODUCTSr
ARRIVING
APRIL 1ST!
• Large Shipment
Bedding Plants
• Containers & Soil
• I ountains
• Shrubs & Perennials

IT WAS A... Calloway High students use imagery
from a nature scene to write descriptively.

GUEST READER...Ms. Patty. speech pathologist, dressed as
the Cat In The Hat and read her favorite Dr. Seuss book
to students at Calloway County Preschool.

CAUTION: FAILURE TO CHECK EYES ANNUALLY
MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS EYE ILLNESS

CULTURE...Wynne Dawson's parents visited with
4th graders at Southwest Elementary to talk
about South Korea where Wynne's dad, Daniel
Parker, has been teaching at a university.

ARTISTS...Students in Ms. Penny French's class at Calloway
County Preschool make apple jack necklaces.

EASTER
SPECIAL
1 -8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets

• Cataract Evaluation
• Foreign Body Removal
• Glaucoma Detection/
Treatment

$4900

• Diabetic Eye Disease
Management

No Sciimg lc

• "Pink-Eve" Treatment

EVERy 0,41/

Tat blew/
Call(270) 759-2500

/iii,'

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin NI. Adams
308 South 12th Street • Murray, KY

607 South 4th St.• Murray • 75:1-8809
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Critics question timing effect of EPA deal over PCBs
BIRMINGHAM,Ala.(AP) — A deal between
the Bush administration and two chemical companies to conduct more studies of PCB contamination in an Alabama community may only delay
a cleanup, opponents said Monday.
The government already knows parts of
Anniston are badly polluted and should order an
immediate cleanup rather than waiting on more
tests, said David Baker, a community environmental activist.
He said many in the east Alabama community
were skeptical of the settlement reached between
the Environmental Protection Agency and the
two firms, Solutia Inc. and Pharmacia Corp.
The agreement came just weeks after the companies and Monsanto Co. were found liable for
decades of PCB pollution in Anniston.
As the deal was reached, the companies asked
the state judge who presided over the trial to
reject motions for him to order his own cleanup
of the community. Circuit Judge Joel Laird said
he was considering the companies' request.
Solutia operates an old Monsanto Co. plant
that produced PCBs, or polychlorinated
biphenyls, in Anniston for decades. Laird is presiding in a trial involving some 3,500 pollution

suits; another 15,000 people have filed claims
pending in federal court.
Solutia defended the new round of studies that
are mandated under the agreement. The company
denied trying to delay efforts to rid the city of
PCBs.
Beth Rusert, a spokeswoman with Solutia in
St. Louis, said it was "critically important" to
identify all the areas that need to be cleaned up
while continuing with "emergency remediation"
in the worst areas.
EPA said it would require the companies to
conduct long-term health risk and environmental
studies, which could take two years or more.
Afterward, the agency said it would seek another
settlement for the companies to clean up the
PCBs.
"We've been studied so much we look like rats
under a microscope," said Baker, president of
Community Against Pollution. "We don't wany
any more studies."
A Washington-based activist group that
worked to uncover the contamination also criticized the deal, which was negotiated for a year.
"EPA did nothing for 30 years, then swoops in
to rescue a politically friendly corporation a

month after a jury finds it completely liable." said
Brendan DeMelte, an analyst with the
Environmental Working Group in Washington.
Rusert denied the settlement, which will be
overseen by a federal judge, was an attempt to
block a possible cleanup ordered in state court.
"The timing has nothing to do with what's
going on in the courtroom," she said.
Under the agreement, the companies will continue "emergency" cleanups of areas with the
highest levels of PCB pollution. They would also
have to pay for reviews of all areas where PCBs
have been found, including homes, businesses,
agricultural land, waterways and landfills.
The companies would fund a $3.2 million
foundation to aid Anniston-area children; spend
$150,000 to hire counselors for residents; and
repay EPA more than $6 million in costs from the
past two years.
PCBs were used as an insulator in electrical
transformers. Production ended at Anniston in
1971, and the government later banned the chemical as a possible carcinogen.
The state said it has been studying PCB contamination in Anniston since 1993 and was near
presenting a cleanup plan.

A New Location and A New Name
Same Quality Service
r.d.‘
I.

CHEMICALS

C.1 Pools
is now
Steele 84n
Allbritle
Pools

ALL TYPES OF
POOL ACCESSORIES

(1
)

COMPLETE WATER ANALYSIS

71114

WE ALSO SELL AND INSTALL ONE PIECE
FIBERGLASS INGROUND POOLS

Steele &
Allbritten Pools
209 S. 3rd Street
759-1911 • 753-5341
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Shark bites foot
of 11-year-old
tourist from III.
COCOA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
A shark bit an 11-year-old tourist
Monday as she waded in shallow
water on an Atlantic Ocean beach,
officials said.
"She had a serious injury to her
(left) foot, but it was not life threatening," said Cocoa Beach Fire
Capt. Rod Donhoff.
Tori Lawrence, of Sterling,
was standing in knee-deep water
when she screamed and began to
crawl to the beach, witnesses said.
Lawrence was taken by helicopter to Orlando Regional Medical
Center's pediatric trauma unit,
where she was listed in fair condition Monday afternoon.
There were more than 50 shark
attacks in U.S. coastal waters last
year, including more than 35 in
Florida.

Police serve warrant,
witness armed robbery
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP)
His roommate, Atif Davis, 20,
— Police were serving a murder was charged with possession of
warrant on a student at marijuana with intent to sell or
Fayetteville State University when distribute and possession of a gun
they intercepted an armed robbery on school grounds, according to
in the suspect's dormitory build- Cumberland County jail records.
ing.
Campus police had been servOne student was shot in the ing a murder warrant on a student
hand, but authorities wouldn't say wanted in South Carolina, said
whether he was wounded by university spokeswoman Lauren
police or the robbers.
Cook Wike. The suspect, Norris
The officers were in the murder Baggitt, was jailed pending a court
suspect's dorm when they hearing Tuesday.
received a radio call that five men
Wike said the homicide
were robbing students in several occurred earlier this month, durrooms. Students said the men were ing the school's spring break.
going from room to room with a
University Chancellor Willis
demanding
gun,
DVDs, McLeod tried Monday to reassure
microwave ovens and video students that the campus was safe.
games.
"We are doing a number of
Two robbery suspects, brothers things to make students feel safe,"
Brian, 26, and David Smith, 23, McLeod said. "We're doing
were arrested; police were search- everything we possibly can."
ing for the other three. They were
Wike said the university has
not students at the school.
installed new lighting and emerThe injured student, Frederick gency call boxes in recent years.
Johnson, was treated at a hospital Residence halls have locked doors
and released. Officers found mari- to prevent entry, and doors are fitjuana, and he was charged with ted with an alarm that sounds if
selling drugs.
they are propped open.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
remains of three people, including
two firefighters, were found in the
debris of the World Trade Center.
Fire Department spokesman
Robert Calise could not say where
on the site the remains were found,
but workers were seen focusing on

A rate that's guaranteed to increase in years two through five.

That's just one of the benefits of a StepFivew fixed annuity.
You get a first-year rate that increases by .25% in years two
through five. 100% of your principal is guaranteed, and the

4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%

Guaranteed interest-rate increases
Tax-deferred'
Principal is guaranteed.'

interest is tax-deferred until withdrawn. And with no sales
charges, it's one of the smartest choices you can make. To learn
more about the StepFive fixed annuity, hurry down to your
nearest Union Planters branch.

Wed n
Thurs
FrIcta
Satur

To

an area in what used to be the trade
center's north tower for several
hours Monday.
Two flag-draped stretchers
were seen at the base of the ramp
that trucks and workers use to
access the seven-story pit.
010

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

You can learn a lot from this person.
Tonight: Your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** The power of your personality impacts not only those in your immediate circle, but also a close associate.
Brainstorm with others, and you'll come
up with remarkable ideas. Allow someone to understand more of what motivates you. Tonight: Let the other party
make the call.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Carefully listen to another who
sometimes makes you ill at ease. This
person might be in your day-to-day life
or someone you know from work.
Brainstorm with bosses, discussing many
potential options. You don't always need
to run with the ball. Tonight: Get a good
night's sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might understand what is
happening. Aim for more of what you
want. Your nerves could become frayed
when dealing with a child or loved one.
News from a distance comes your way,
impacting your work choices. Slow
down, please. Tonight: Follow the gang.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
**** Abundance marks an option. *** Recognize another for all that he
You clearly see where you are going, or she offers. Abundance and good will
though you might not be sure of yourself. lead you in a new direction. Don't allow
Confusion surrounds work, no matter a skeptic in your life to color your
what you do. Think independently, mak- thoughts. Good news follows those who
ing firm decisions. Your nerves work are open and work with opposing facts.
Tonight: Talk to an associate.
overtime. Tonight: Put up your feet.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your words fall on the right **** Reach out for more informaears. You could make something more tion, especially in the face of conflicting
important than it really is, though it cer- opinions. You might not be sure of sometainly spells good news. Someone could one's logic. In fact, ask more questions
challenge your creativity and ideas — let and you'll get better answers. Confusion
him or her. Listen. Tighten up your ideas. might be the result of too much information, too fast. Tonight: Take in a movie.
Tonight: Focus on a loved one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
Reach out for another at a
*****
*** Spending money in a foolish
manner will backfire, no matter how distance. Though you might be surprised
good your idea might be. Your nerves are at his or her reaction, you find out what
ails this person. Meanwhile, keep a stern
unusually jangled. As a result, you could eye on your spending. Excess can only
overreact or make a hasty decision. Slow get you into trouble right now. Play it
down. Look at the big picture. Tonight: conservative. Tonight: Allow your
Soak away stress.
sweetie to have more of what he or she
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
wants.
**** Speak your mind, but don't be PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
surprised if another has a strong reaction. **** Others might not hear what you
Listen to someone who easily makes a say as clearly as you would like. You
money expenditure. You might want to might be asked to clarify yourself a few
shake your head and say "no." times, don't lose your patience. Use your
Responsibilities challenge the frivolity. diplomatic style, touched with creativity.
Tonight: Slow down.
Your message gets through. Tonight: Let
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
someone other than you dominate.
*** Financial pressure could make
you uncomfortable. You have so much to BORN TODAY:
do and so much you would like to do. Singer Manah Carey (1970). artist and
Ask another, who seems able to do nearmusician Xuxa (1963), actor Michael
ly everything he or she wants, for advice. York (1942)

AUNION
PLANTERS

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

„9• Minimum guaranteed rate 3 00% Current rate effective as of 03/01/02 Current rates are subrect to change at any time StepFrve. is a single premium lax-deferred fixed annuity
Not Armlet* in all states Not available tc NY residents /I you cancel your contracts' surrender more than your free amount dunng the lust 10 contract years the withdrawal charge
schedule is 5%.6% 6% 6% 6% 5% I% 3% 2% 1% Wrtfic/rawals may be subtect to mcome tax Wehdrawats made pnor to age 59112 may be subrect to a 10% federal penalty tan
•• Guaranteed rates are backed by the financial strength of the nsurer Underwritten by The Lincoln
National Irte Insurance Company Admtrustrative Office - Schaumburg IL Poky Form LN-5210
Not a
I
No Bank
May Go Down
Not FDIC
Insured
Series Fined Annuities available through Union Planters Insurance Agency. Inc Or affiliates)
Deposit I Guarantee
in Value
An affiliate of Union Planters Bank. N A C2002 Union Planters Bank
Not Insured by any Federal Government Agency
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive,
3-Average, 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

error

Remains of three found in WTC rubble

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
March 27, 2002:
Strike out on your own, especially professionally. Getting a consensus, if working within a partnership, could be nothing less than difficult. Communication
often goes off the deep end. Develop a
sense of humor, especially when zeroing
in on what you want. Your home life
proves to be a source of renewal. rewards
and happiness. You might even want to
work from home if you can effectively
learn to screen calls and your many pals
who want to visit. If you are single, relationships will have an unstable but exciting quality. In August, you'll find many
prospects on the horizon. If you are
attached, your family will appreciate all
your efforts. Make your sweetie the
focus of your attention. VIRGO helps
you organize.

Take the first step toward financial
peace of mind.

Adver
Mur I

ri •

914.95'
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
t.
16 East Main Street • 753-5606
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ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Frl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Non. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
pbile Homes For Rent
Wbbile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or ,..ease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,All 't Ad, Alu,i Run Within 6 Dal Hertod
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LINE Al)s
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
F250 extra for Shopper tines Classifieds go into Shopping Guide, t1.50 extra for blind box ads.
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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When you find the April Fools' ads in
out classified section this week.

e fit-

Just read the classifieds and look for the

ds if

foolish ads in Monday, April 1 Ledger-

ears.

National
Property
Management
Company looking for
minded part-time
leasing expert.

career-

to

Flexible hours
include evenings
and weekends.

Times. When you find one, you'll know
it! Cut it out and bring it or send it to the
Ledger & Times office, you'll get a

ble

ONLY $10.00 a saving of $6.50!
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Good for 4 day line ad, 20 words or less.
Private Party ads only. One ad per person.
Original clipped ad must be presented. No copies, please
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PHOTOGRAPHY
BY LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

machines,cabinets. resuscitation Annie Dolls,
tvs, VCRs, executive desks, student desks,
woodworking equipment, chalkboards, and
various miscellaneous items. Items may be
seen at the General Services Building,
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY, on April 3rd

**STARSEARCH**
"2002"
Singers. bands, and vocal
groups. All styles/ages.
Major record label seeking
new artists. Coming to
Paducah. KY.

and 4th between the hours of 9:00 to 2:00. Bid
forms(BID MUR-252D-02)can be obtained at
the site. Bids will open April 5th at 2:00 p.m.

731-427-2639
731-427-9514

020
Notice
ce

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

L
DINNER and a Movie
Cheri Theatres &
Sandra D's Diner
For the month of April, every Tuesday Night, buy 2
Dinner menu items and receive 2 passes to the movies. (This doesn't apply
with any other promotions
or substitutions)

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

060
Help Wanted

Notice

Legal Notice

Murray State University has declared the following items surplus to its needs: telephone
equipment, computers. kitchenette, sewing

020
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The Murray
Ledger & Times

1001 Whrtnoll Ave.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Q70)753-1916

010

Legal Notice

. person.

Please contact
Diane at
270-759-3003 to
schedule an
interview.

4 day line ad in the classifieds for

r

AREA'S LARGEST
RV DEALER has openings for RV Service Technician, RV Service Writer,
RV Parts & Sales Clerk,
Call 270-247-8591

DAWAHARES
Currently accepting applications for Full-time Department supervisors. Retail experience required,
competitive wages, benefits & liberal discount.
Please apply at our shoppes of Murray location.
EOE

.
_
hamily Haircare Salon would like to
welcome back our

Renee Howard
She will be available on

Worship at 10 45
Open Hearts! Open Minds! Open Doors!

NOTICE
The following people or companies have a deposit
with Murray Electric System, but no longer have
active service with us. If you are one of these persons or company. or know anything about any of
these people. please give us a call at 762-1723. We
would like to get these deposits refunded to the correct people.

>c› Family Haircare <=.<
506 Suite C N. 12th St.(located behind Subway)
Olympic Plaia. Murray • 753-0512

Allen. Robert A.
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Blankenship. H.P.
Bumphis, Betty
Cochrum, Leanne
Convenient Food Mart
Dent X
Dietrich, Nicholas
Dowdy, Katherine A.
Eaker. Dorothy
Ed's Used Cars
• Fitzgerald. Jacob
Georgallides. Panayi
Green, Jennifer R.

Harvey, David W.
Henderson. Lillie
Jones, William A.
Jr. Wallace Cleanup
Kato, Ayako
King, Ford
Lipford. J.H.
McCarty, Steve
Milliken, Barbara Ann
Parker. Anna
Rice, Howard T.
Srnotherman, Charles I
Thomas. Maria
West Murray ME Circuit

NOTICE
The following people have deposit refund checks
that have been returned to us for no forwarding
address. If you are one of these people. please give
Murray Electric System a call at 762-1723. We
would like to get your deposit checks to you.

Your% and
Headquarters
•Caps.*Jackets
'Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast •License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH.
MUCH MORE'

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

050
Anderson. John F.
Bell. Derek Nathan
Chang. Shih-Meng
Coin, Brandon
Cook. Jill
Domagala. Darlene
Herr°. Gregorio
Gamblin, Erin L.
Ghazall, Rahmat
Congaler. Santo Javier
-Hart, Samantha
•Eleacox. Bradley
•.
•Hillsman. Terrance
,..-Iiinojosa. Juan Jose
Ideshita. Joru

Komori, Takamitsu
Liu. David
Mockler, Stephen \
Murphy. John C.
Pennington. David
Reeves. Christy R
Roberts, Heather
Scott. Ricky
Slone, Gene M.
Sons. Randy
Waddell. Brad
Warren, Samuel
Wilson. Ricky Joe
Young, John

EASLEY
atiliZtems

-500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Next to Beasley Sat. & Ant.)
Hours: 9 a.re.•5 p.m. Mon.-Set.

THE Bunnies are Arriving
Saturday, March 23rd
All Color - Just Weaned
Available at
Paw Prints
Dixieland Center
762-0054

WM and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

060
Help Wanted

L_

Help Wanted

GIVE Me 5 hours of your
week and you can make
$250 to $1500 plus. 1-800745-4418 for more info

NEED experienced car
cleanup man, w/references.
lob, excellent wages Days 7538904. nights 759-1703

PAGLIAI'S Family Restaurant, Now Hiring, Full &
Part-time cooks, pizza
makers, servers & cashiers Apply in person 970
Chesnut St , Between
9am-11am or 2pm-5pm
No Phone Calls Please

BIRDFEEDERS and hous
es Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders.
ect Very high quality western cedar 206 E Poplar.
one block east of 4th &
Poplar Can't miss the
placel

FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free Top 50
programming for only
$22 99 per month Call for
more information Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
RECEPTIONIST
GATEWAY
Computer,
Local Church has opening brand
new winter 2000
for part-time receptionist.
Printer & speakers includExcellent computer, organed $600 753-1145
izational and people skills
MACHINE quilting
are required. Hours are
$31 50 reg size
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Murray Sewing Center
M-F. Please send resume
759-8400
to P.O. Box 1040-F
QUALITY
Hot tub 1/3 origiMurray, KY 42071
nal price $700 OBO 753SHOE SENSATION
9618
NOW HIRING
ASSISTANT MANAGER
SEARS coldspot frostless
Retail experience prefer- refrigerator with ice maker,
red. Energetic, sales focus 17.1 Cu ft. avocado green
individual desires. Bonus, $85.00. 753-9761
discount and growth op- STORAGE Buildings built
portunities. Apply in per- on site. Lowest price in
son at Chestnut Hills Pla- area Call 437-4877
za.
T&C Lumber Now AcceptAppliances
ing Applications for sales
counter help and loaders.
Apply in person 53 N.
Large Selection
Main Benton Ky across
from Pizza Hut. No Phone
Calls.

HOMEWORKERS
NEEDED
$635 weekly processing
mail EasyI No experience
NOW accepting applicaneeded Call 1-888-517CLASS A CDL Driver &
tions for Full-time Front
2362 Ext 4605 24 Hrs
Laborer Needed 759-0501
Desk position with beneor 753-1537
fits. Applicants must enjoy
working with seniors, be
able
to
work
afternoon/evening
and
flexible hours, and work
well with others. Dependability. punctuality and exTENNESSEE
Asphalt
cellent people skills reCompany, Paris. TN has
On the Square
quired. Please apply at
an immediate opening for
753-1713
Glendale Place Retirement
an experienced Class 1
Community, 905 Glendale
(A) Mechanic Knowledge
Road in Murray.
of construction equipment
and trucks a must. Good
pay and competitive beneTrades/Technical
fits. Company vehicle pro- ANTIQUE secretary oak
TECHNICIANS
vided Send qualifications $75 , Dining set w/ 6
Lawn & Garden Repair
to PO Box 1327, Pans. TN chairs & oak hutch $800
Integrity, teamwork and
38242.. Tennessee As- black Futon bunk bed
value continue to drive
phalt Company is an Equal $200., chest of drawers.
SEARS as a compelling
Opportunity Employer
oak $100 492-6227
place to work, shop and
WANTED 29 SERIOUS BLACK Panther coffee tainvest. Outstanding cusPeople to Work at HOME ble and 2 end tables
tomer support and prodPART/ FULL TIME 800- $300 Firm Call 489-2894
uct service play a key
Due to recent growth opportunities Plastech, an
297-5306
after 6 30pm
role in our success and
injection molding company that manufacturers .intedemands
dedicated
rtor automotive components, has immediate openpeople with the service
180
ings available in the manufacturing operations. The
focus and initiative to
Damask & Childcare
Liras &Gordan
company is located in Kenton. TN, and has been in
sustain our momentum_
business for over 21 years. The following positions
Candidate must also be
BCS 850. 14 hp Garden
WILL do Housecleaning
.ire available:
able to relate to people
tiller ( 26 in marks), 45 in
753-3802
in a positive and courteSickle bar cutter. grinder
Maintenance Technicians
ous manner. Experience
blade over $4.000 new,
in
mechanical
repair
is
Management Opportunities
asking $2.500. 4yrs. old
preferred_
Hourly Machine Operators
753-5958
Computers
We otter a salary based
Set-up/Technical
CASE
/ Ingersoll lawn
on experience along with
Supervisory Opportunities
HP Computer, Windows mower, 444 w/44inch
a comprehensive benefits
package Interested indiXP. 60 Gig HD. 1 3 Gig hz deck, $750 1996 Scad
It you are interested in joining the Plastech team,
viduals, please fax your
Processor, DVD & CD - lawn -forward resume and salary history to:
resume to. (217) 788RW, 128 ram, 56k modem,
1602 or e-mail to
Plastech
$560 753-8630
ps9660h4Vsears.com
Attn: Human Resources Manager
KELLERS
Ann' Lori Greene
Post Office Box 217
COMPUTER PLACE.
arm Equipment
SEARS PRODUCT
Kenton. TN 38233
NEW computm $799 _La
SERVICES
Upgrades & Repairs
1997 7810 JD MFWD
Equal Opportunity Employer
internet Service
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
On 121S
weights, all the extras Call
(270)492-8192
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
1p m -5p.m.
Sun
1985 14x60 mobile home
Visa Mastercard
excellent condition. new
MDM COMPUTERS
carpet. new large deck.
A+ Certified Technician
must see $11.000 270On site service
437-4325
759.3556
1991 Buckaneer 16'x80'
3BR. 2 bath, on approx 1
acre lot with 3 door gaWant to Buy
rage 89 GMC stepside 1/2
ton PU. 270-753-8363
ANTIQUES
1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath, 2
Old toys. advertising
porches Must be moved
items, antique furniture
Asking $12,500 489-2054
and primitives
1997 Fleetwood 16x80
We buy 1 or all,
3br. 2 bath. 2 decks,
Call 753-3633 ask
washer/ dryer. electric
for Larry
pole. $16.000 270-354ANTIQUES
9511
WE BUY ESTATES
1 piece or all
WANT someone to take
payment
of
Antique furniture, china. over
$208/month on a 1996
quilts Call 492-6255
10 00 - 430
, 2 bath Must
14x70, 2Br.
BUYER of standing timber be moved For information
Pine & Hardwood Phone call 759-0519
Eugene Bustle 731-584HM & Sons Mobile Home
1177 or 270-519-1322
GOOD used Air Condition- Mover 20 yrs experience
er, refrigerator, stove, car- Licensed & insured in Kentucky. Tennessee & Illiping 753-4109
nois Call Herbert Miller
WANTED
riding
mowers
crackerbarrel.com
EOE
Owner 437-3939
that need work 436-2867

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS

For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

CURRENT OPENINGS

Tuesdays & Thursdays only

5671 Crossland Road
Sun School at 9:45

MEDICAL Assistant Needed for busy physician's office. Training provided for
career oriented person.
Excellent benefits, M-F
Full-time Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-1, Murray,
KY. 42071

OPTOMETRIC Assistant
needed. Experience preferred, needs skills in computers, Medicare, & bookkeeping. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-J. Murray,
KY 42071

060
Help Wanted

BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT.
IN AURORA. KY PARTTiME EVENING EMPLOYMENT FOR SALAD BAR
PERSON. SERVERS,
BUS PERSONS AND
KITCHEN WORKERS
CALL CAROL AT 4742773 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement Apply by appointments only Call Bev759-4222,
erly
leave
name, phone number and
message for calling

•

PLASTECH,KENTON,TENNESSEE

112f

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:

Experience or Inexperience Training Available

PART-TIME POSITIONS OPEN FOR GOOD PEOPLE

Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance,401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More.
Apply In Person
650 N. 12th Si., Murray
No Phone Calls Please
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270
Nome For Sabo

Supplies
RABBITS For Sale
New Zealand Metes. also
Breeding stock
Lops
pets and meat Will dress
753-8101

D & S Mobile Home Movers
Licensed and Insured

What makes SUNSHINE
HOMES better than the
rest? See for yourself at
Arrowhead Home Sales
3124 Hwy 79N -Paris. TN LARGE 2 lac, 1.1/2 bath all
(731)641-6900 or Toll free appliances, including W &
at 877-754-6900
D. built in microwave 7595885

OFFICE Building for ren
or lease, 4,500 s f unde
roof 753-9562
310

Want To Rent
RETIRED
gentlemen
seeking duplex- apartment Occupancy March
31, 02 Phone 759-8557

1 Bedroom - Effiency
Washer&Dryer No Pets,
starting at $200/month
767-9037
1 Br, all appl. turn.. Duiguid Dr. Coleman Re 7594418
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
5200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1 25 Miles from Kentucky
Lake , 1 Br. sleeps 4.
furnished, fisherman
welcome, NO PETS
436-6105
1BR Apartment. available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus.
No pets. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.

NEWLY decorated 1br
Apt Free standing 411
12 S 8th St $220 per
month plus $300 security
deposit 474-2520
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts.
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
University Heights Apts.
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282 Mon. Wed &
Thurs 8-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
Only.
1-800-648-6056
Equal Housing Opportunity.
VERY nice large 1br , all
appliances,
including
washer & dryer, 759-5885
WALK to MSU one 2 Br
and one 3 Br. on 16th
Street across from Murray
State Campus Appliances
include Washer and dryer.
759-5885

Bath
2 Bedroom
1
5300/month plus depos
753-9826
CUTEsmall
country
home 1 bedroom $290
month plus security 4742520

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

KNINO
011.011111.110/V,

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam.(703)648-1000.

1BR. Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR
furnished
apt
$225/mo. $100 deposit No
pets 121 N next to Fairgrounds 753-3139
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
Valley
Drive
Wood
$375/month 759-4406
2 Br near MSU C/H/A
$275 Coleman Re 7594118
2BR duplex with C/H/A,
washer/ dryer furnished,
dishwasher & microwave
carport with storage No
pets 436-5960
2BR 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR edge of town washer & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 Bedroom. 2 Bath, downstairs apartment. $400 a
month 489-2296
DUPLEX. 2 bedroom, 1
bath. ref with ice maker,
garbage disposal, dishwasher, washer & dryer,
attached
garage. tyr
lease 1 month deposit. No
Pets $450/month 4926200
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/O. 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses basic
rent $325/ month Office
Hours 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity

RENT-2-OWN
2 - 4 Bedroom houses.
Potential owner financing
753-4109

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

410

Public Sale
FOR
Real Estate and
Personal Contents
Auction
Call
270-753-5086
or
270-527-2931

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesf
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
380
& Supplies
AKC Bassett Hound Pup
pies. 1st s/w $250 753
3820 or 210-4386

CAPE Cod 1602 Tabard 3
bedroom, 2 bath Must
Call for Appt $122,500
753-0090
DUPLEX in Puryear TN
731-644-7142
FOR Sale 3 BR 2 B, Central HVAC, Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561

430
[
11121
Servtoes Offered

I

I

Public Sale

Ma,
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving progr.
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett• Darren Jones •Jacquehn Watson
753-7407• III N. 12th St. Suite It
SMALL, well -kept 2BR, 1
bath starter home for sale
in Coldwater Fenced in
backyard $44,900, will
consider leasing to own
Perfect for young couple
starting out 759-2385

-1
NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVA77ONSI

From Tri City Take Hwy 97 South 1 6 Miles To
Swan Rd. Turn West, Proceed .6 Mile To Lester
Rd, Proceed South 8 Mile To The Farm,
Sastottatetassait 11GrY46121 GiClIallIrIty
14 Mlles S Of Mayfield • 12 Mlles SW Of Murray

741-947 ACRES

Warrior
Yamaha
93
350CC. elec start, new
tires, white bros pipes,
other new parts to many to
list. $2400 753-4601 leave
Message
Used Cars

..SoollIssEr Aro (Prot" 7-a-airtat
F4IF-113 lOaridl 11-saltearsicimea Basses

Farmers - Investors - Land Buyers!!
Southeast Graves Second Bottom Farm
Very Good Farmland!!
Some Woodsland • Great Hunting

Selling Regardless Of Price!
The Auction Will Be Held On The Farm
Saturday, March 30th At 10:00 A.M.
15% Down, Balance In 30

Days,

3.74 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 2002 SEASON - FSA FARM #5940
AMOUNT INDICATED IS THE 2001 ALLOTMENT
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
BUYER •,,L,s,tiEF GRAVES CO PSA PE01.11 1491EhrrS. 3 SPPLI.)17701VS'

JAMES R. CASH
I
?E AUCTIONEER &REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 'LC
-THE SELLING MACHINE' ^
Call For Brochure • www.jamesrcash.com

THE MAYFIELD OPEN

i
P CONSIGNME
NT AUCTION
SAT. APRIL 6TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD,KY
Plan To Come Spend The Day
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
II You Missed The Huge March Auction...11ere Is Another One!!
TEIJILICTIDEIS --AI-IL SIZIESI I
IRACOCHCIES - EICIZERIS
TINILPICIICS - TR ^OILER=
HAY EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
PLANTING ilie TILLAGE EQUIP

IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
BRING YOUR EOUIPMENTTO THE AIRGR•UNDS
-r 1-41...../ Ft SICoAlf Ca Fa
11=411:3411:Nr
A F.Ft IL_ .cs-11-1-11 A IV 1=I0
'-'1-11-1
8:00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Each Day
Only Farm Related Items Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn Tires, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Only Accept Items That In Our Thscretion Are Saleable
Please Have Patience With Us...,
Construction Is In Progress Near The Fairgrouns

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.

JAMES R. CASH
AlICTIONEER

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
1iC FANCY FARM,KY-270-623-8466
R
"THE SELLING MACHINE" jC
R

Public Sale

630
Services Offered

MURRAY LAWN
& LANDSCAPE
•Lawn Mowing • Trimming
• Mulching • Fertilizing
Call 759-4762
Fri. Openings Available

Saturday, March 30th Al 10:00 am_

Mr. & Mrs. AS.Kamen farm
Neuss- -Yrs Cray, SCIr

Wired

WE SERVICE

410

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION IA

Real Estate

460
domes For Sale

2 bearooms, 1 bath in Almo. Great starter home or
rental property $27,000
759-9189

--GONS
--647Mtt-G011114-

1999 Miata: Green / Tan
Top: excellent condition,
low miles; cruise, leather;
power windows / locks;
Bose stereo system w/CD
and cassette, air dam; premium wheels; $12,900:
call Joe at (270)492-8279
or (270)753-1130
89 Fire Bird, w/ T-Tops,
loaded, good clean, sharp
car $3,000 firm 731-7823440 after 5pm
92 BMW 4dr 325, white/
gray interior 753-1624 after 6pm
FOR Sale one owner, restored 1964 Buick Skylark
247-1903
I Buy Cars 752-0160

1996 DODGE 1/2 TON
RAM SPORT, 1500 2WHEEL DRIVE, BLACK.
WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS,
LOW MILEAGE. 360 V8,
LOADED, EXCELLENT
CON. ASKING $10,000
OR BEST OFFER. 4354289 OR 753-2312

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
ADVANCED Mower repair,
tillers, go carts, etc_ Free
pickup, delivery. 436-2867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling• Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353

On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
B&D Lawn Service
Taking new lawns. Now
Schedule early for the best
rates Also Mulching, tree
removal, Junk hauling, and
other miscellaneous lobs
Call 767-9187 519-2135
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint 'Lawn 'Mulch
*Shrubs *Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
'Lawn Maintenance
•Leaf Pick-up.
'Bed mulching
270-753-6772
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 836-5681
D. G. Landscaping
Complete Lawn Service.
•Insured *Free estimates.
(270)753-2210.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

CARPORTS Starting at
12 Chevy truck with 1985 $675 installed Roy Hill
350 V-8 engine Auto, (270)436-2113
trans.. long bed Great
work truck
Call and make offer
270-767-0710

Togwood
Jandgeoping

CALL DAVID

753-9000

270-753-8254

Campers
28FT Camper, $1,900
OBO Pop up camper
5900 0130 Both in great
shape Call 270-339-3715

•MOWING
PIRIUGATION INSTALLATION

16FT Monarch Jon Boat
w,"40 hp Johnson Good
condition $3,500 4374066
17FT. Duracraft 68 HP
Johnson, 2 Depth finders,
trolling motor, trailer &
canvas cover, like new.
$7.900 Call 767-9115
18 ft Pro craft fish/ski, lots
of extras, garage kept
489-2296

Constructive
Solutions
"Your Minor
Problem Is Our
Major Concern"
Electrical,
Additions,
Renovations,
Home Overhauls.
CaIl Us At

Complete Landscape
and Lawn Installation
and Maintenance

Boats & Motors

HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

/5 Yrs Experience

David's Home Improvement,
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
'Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
'Install moisture barriers.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth

Services Offered

PUBLIC
AUCTION
Sat., March 30

8 a.m.
69 acres three miles from
ake in New Concord area
Good deer & turkey hunting or for building on
$50,000 270-519-1322 or
731-584-1177 night

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812

Whitnell

Bldgs. #C-32

440
Lots For Sale
LARGE residential lot for
sale at private exclusive
location. 1617 The Lane
All city utilities. 160x190
Contact Kopperud Realty.
753-1222.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water. septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838.
ELEVATED
LOVELY
HALF ACRE LOT $12,000
0130 759-4712
NICE lot in city of Murray
Large shade trees 100'x
180's 150' 753-8025

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivewa),
Phone (270)759-4734

tarnb Brother
Moving Co.

455
Ammo

CLEANING
•Carpets •Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
Spring Scheduling
437-4407
210-6268

753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
•Asphalt paving
•Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

750 Acres best land in
AKC Chocolate Lab Pups
Henry County Good row
Shots. $150 (270)43Ecrops
or cattle land 903
2868
697-2323 or 731-536-4610
DOG Obedience
FOR sale 20 +/- acres
Master Trainer
Nice building sites' will di
436-2858
vide Call 489-2765

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
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MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning
PROFESSIONAL
Lawn
Care. Mowing, trimming,
landscaping, hauling. Reasonable Rates, free estimates. For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407
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FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of

Murray Ledger & Times

First Come First Serve

wanted
WANT to lease air or dark
ired tobacco base Call
(270)492-8192

PROFESSIONAL IANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS

1

Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!
Jamie Wade

(270)436-6255
1_

Murray, KY

Free Estimates
References Available 1
10 Years Experience -

Tor

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
•
migit
free estimate at
•

270-759-4979
Knock the dust off your
horses Er saddles!
Let us condition your horse
for spring.
Training for all horseS available

David Gallimore,
Owner

6-C RANCH
270-388-9097 or
270-388-4747

731-247-5422

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $182 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every

Heaven's Best

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING
Dry in 1 hour

Shopper for only $250.

No sticky residue. Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenii
Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? We'll remove them.

Call 753-1 916 For Details

For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510

day for a month - including

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock,

SMITH
ROOF REPAIR
Sin'cnntzingiii Roo
)
. Reinin-A
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Fiat Roofs

_._._._._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof"

Free E.stimates

ID Years Experience

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

Call Metal Mall
14300-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?

Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

VCD
-TH -UP To
E37
;6
10

FOR

or pager 270-762-7578

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb
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We Do All Kinds of Remodeling

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

By Pete

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260
SUNRISE
Landscaping
now scheduling for spring
Weekly lawn maintenance
available, free estimates
767-9735

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

David Borders

LOT for rent
492-8488

1-A Tom Vance General
Contracting Remodeling,
Custom Wood Work, Additions, Custom Tile Mosaics, Painting, Pressure
Cleaning. We Do 11 Allf
Quality References Available 767-9036 or 994-0388
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 ADVANDED HAULING tunk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree
work 436-2867

L630SaY"sCiffared

JOHNNY WILLtAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No Job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
Lawn And Garden Work
Need your lawn or landscaping groomed? How
about your garden tilled
and weeded? Call 7590278 for a free estimate'
LEE'S
CARPET

Will Do Insurance Work

All Size Units
Avail able

For Sais

Lamb Brothers
' Tree Service

1-800-821-6907
UCENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Servi,,

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Thew & Stump
Commercial et,
Removal
Residential

Ilf
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT- About a year ago,
I began experiencing severe pain on
the undersurface of my heel. This was
diagnosed as plantar fasciitis and I
received cortisone injections for it,
with good result. I've also suffered
from a stiff neck and have to wear a
cervical collar. Could this be caused
by stress or is it related to the heel
problem?
DEAR READER: I believe that your
heel and neck pains have different origins.
Plantar fasciitis is a chronic inflammation of the fibrous sheet covering
the tissues of the heel. It is common
in runners and is thought to be related to injury. Treatment consists of
rest, foam rubber insoles, cortisone
injections and drugs to combat inflammation.
On the other hand, the type of neck
pain you mention is probably due to
muscle cramping and contraction.
Although stress may play a central
role in such a symptom, arthritis of
the neck bones can also cause pain.
Therefore, you should have X-rays of
your neck to diagnose the condition.
Thereafter, you might be helped by
heat, massage, gentle exercises,
myotherapy (deep massage), ultrasound treatment or chiropractic

(rash) and other organs, such as the
bone marrow and liver; this could lead
to edema in unusual cases.
I suggest that you bring this symptom to your doctor's attention. He or
she may choose to discontinue your
Dilantin (as a trial) or substitute
another drug. If alternative therapy is
available, I don't believe it makes
much sense to use a powerful diuretic
like Lasix to counteract the presumed
effects of Dilantin. Moreover, you
might be interested to learn that
Dilantin reduces the effectiveness of
many medications, Lasix included.
Therefore, if your edema is, in fact,
caused by Dilantin, Lasix is not a particularly suitable antidote. Ask your
doctor about this.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is 37
and uncircumcised. What is the possibility of him having the procedure and
what are the complications?
DEAR READER: Circumcision in
adults is commonly performed and is
safe. It is usually considered in the
manipulation.
as
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could Dilantin presence of symptoms, such
penis.
cause edema in my ankles and legs? repeated infections of the
As you can imagine, the immediate
I've been treated with Lasix, but the
post-operative period is quite uncomproblem remains.
are rarely eager
DEAR READER: Many drugs cause fortable and patients
sexual relations for a few
fluid retention (edema), which can be to resume
Nonetheless, this is a "breadseen as ankle and lower leg swelling. weeks.
operation for a qualified
and-butter"
Although this is not a recognized comcomplications are virtuplication of Dilantin (a medicine used urologist, and
non-existent.
ally
to prevent seizures), it is a remote
Copyright 2002. Newspaper Enterprise Assn_
possibility. Dilantin can affect the skin

SPECIALS!

or dark
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TANNING $20 for 300 min

PEDICURES $15

PERMS $38 & Up

MANICURES $8

HIGHLIGHTS $25 & Up

PARAFFIN DIP $5 Extra

DEAR ABBY: I thoroughly agree
with you and 'Veteran School Secretary" regarding the critical importance of teachers in our country. It is
vital to our future that we recruit
and retain the best of the best for our
children, and it doesn't matter if
they come straight to teaching from
a university or they pursue another
career first. The point is to get them
together with ow- kids.
There is one point that needs to
be made, however, regarding those
who come to teaching from other
employment. In 14 states, those who
begin to teach after earning Social
Security retirement benefits will be
penalized upon retirement. Their
Social Security benefits will be
reduced solely because they have
paid into another retirement system,
such as the California State Teachers' Retirement System. Paying into
Social Security and to CalSTRS are
both requirements of employment;
therefore, to penalize a retiring
teacher by reducing an earned benefit is grossly unfair. Moreover, the
Social Security system does not warn
educators of this penalty before
retirement; educators retire expecting the amount predicted by Social
Security, only to find it reduced by
up to 60 percent.
Educators in Alaska, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Nevada,
Louisiana, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Massachusetts,
Maine and Texas are affected by this
inequity.
Our association and others
throughout the country are working
to change this unfair and discriminatory practice. Companion bills
SB1523 and HR 2638 would correct
this problem, and I would urge
people to write to their representatives asking their support. Until
there is change, those contemplating
a second career in education should
be made aware that they may be
punished for their interest in the
youth of America.
SUSAN GOFF,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA
RETIRED TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION

MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
Cult
Centric:tie.
Mailable

Call 753-1682
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South.ide Shopping Center• Murray
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Kurt

DEAR SUSAN: Thank you for
the warning. I, too, would urge
concerned parents of school-age
children to let their representatives know how they feel about
this inequity. We need the best
people teaching our children,
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LOOKING BACK

Ten years ago
The efforts of Sen. Jeff Green
and local officials are responsible
for bringing a bill out of committee
DEAR ABBY: My parents that could mean attracting 250 jobs
divorced when I was in elementary
Calloway County. The bill, 1-113
school. My father remarried seven to
would allow all Kentucky
812
years later. By then I was in high
school. My stepmother and 1 were not Counties to take advantage of an inclose, but she was good to Dad and dustrial incentive program previthat was the most important thing.
ously available only to counties
My father passed away two years with five years of high unemployago at the age of 76, after 26 years of ment.
marriage. Although my stepmother
A photo on the front page by
and I had limited contact in the
months that followed, we don't any- Ledger and Times staff photogramore. I have even stopped sending pher, Candy Mathers, depicts the
her birthday and Mother's Day cards. cast members from "One Flew Over
Can you enlighten me on the the Cuckoo's Nest" which was
proper etiquette for sending her taken during a practice dress recards or letters on her special days? I
should mention she has children of hearsal before it hit the stage at
her own from a previous marriage. Johnson Theater of Murray State
Please guide me in the right direc- University's Doyle Fine Arts center.
In sport's, Center Popeye Jones of
tion on this.
OUT OF TOUCH IN CLEVELAND Murray State University has been
selected to play in the National AsDEAR OUT OF TOUCH: The sociation of Basketball Coaches
sagest advice I can offer regardat Minneapolis,
ing sending cards or letters to All-Star Game
Minn.
your stepmother on her special
Murray City School system was
days is this: Follow your heart.
She made your father happy, and one of 19 school districts statewide
you are obviously aware of the to receive safety award from the
special occasions. Send her good
Kentucky School Boards Insurance
wishes and you'll never feel guilty. Trust (KSBIT) for showing the
most improvement in their programs in recent years.
Pauline Phillips and her daughter,
Jeanne Phillips, share the pseudonym
Twenty years ago
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
Phase I of construction of a new
ww-w.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Kroger Company office building.
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
located by the warehouse portion of
For everything you need to know
the Tappan building, is in full
about wedding planning, order "How to
swing.
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a businessMurray-Calloway County Jaysized, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $5 (U.S. funds only) to:
cees gave a donation of $500 to
Dear Abby — Wedding Booklet, P.0,Box
start the fund drive for the Calloway
447, Mount Morris, EL 61054-0447.(Postage
County Chapter of the American
is included in the price.)
and nothing should stand in
their way.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
48 75
V J 107
• A Q J 10
+972
WEST
EAST
4A QJ9
416 K 106 3 2
K2
V 53
•8 6 5 4
•K 7 2
J 10
+864
SOUTH
44 4
V A Q 9 864
•9 3
4A K 5 3
The bidding:
West
North East
South
14
Pass
2•
3
Pass
4V
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
"Defend me from my friends;
I can defend myself from my enemies." So cried a famous French
general to Louis XIV long before
bridge was invented. After an inspired but unsuccessful attempt to
defeat four hearts on this deal,
East knew exactly how the general felt.
West led a club, and South
could see at once that he would
make the contract unless he lost
both red-suit finesses. After winning the club lead with the ace,
South took a diamond finesse at
trick two, losing the ten to East's
king.
East now went into a long
huddle, trying to work out South's

distribution and find the best
method of defense. He knew from
the opening lead that declarer had
the A-K of clubs, and he also knew
from the bidding that South had at
least six hearts.
East therefore concluded that
there was no hope for the defense
unless his side could collect a spade
trick,a club trick and a trump trick
in addition to the diamond trick
already won. Accordingly,East led
the king of spades, planning next
to shift to a club and in that way
eventually score one trick in each
suit.
The spade lead at this point
was vital, since otherwise South
would shed his spade loger on
dummy's third diamond. Furthermore, a low spade lead from East
could easily prove disastrous because West,unaware that declarer
had only one spade, might continue with a second spade.
East's thoughtful defense
would have succeeded had West,
alas, not interfered with it. So
delighted was West by the king of
spades lead that he joyfully overtook the king with the ace and
continued with the queen. South
ruffed, played the ace and a low
heart,and later discarded two clubs
on dummy's diamonds to make
the contract.
The French general was indeed correct. East's defense would
have overcome his enemy, South,
but it did not prevail over his supposed friend, West.

Tomorrow: Sylvia strikes again.
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38 Fair-hiring
letters
39 Entertainer
Adams
40 Building wing
41 Rx writer
42 Construction
toy
4.4 Good, to Pedro
47 Pre-PC engineer's gadget
(2 wds )
51 Kernel holder
52 Bronte's Jane
53 Sports channel
54 Jeans go-with
55 Unwanted plant
56 Keep an eye
on
57 Wily

1 Baby's seat
4 TV adjuncts
8 Two nickels
12 — de France
13 Novelist Jean
14 Sandwich
cookie
15 Floor cleaner
16 Consumer protections (2
wds )
18 Swell outward
20 Flow slowly
21 Aloft
22 Sports award
23 Wave down
27 Skirt part
29 Contend
30 Humid
31 Opposite of off
32 Pro vote
33 Former pitcher
Maglie
34 Old Euphrates
city
35 Elf
37 Make an otter
1
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Take away
Sailing vessel
Gloomy
Nest-egg
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 26. the
85th day of 2002. There are 280
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago, on March 26,
1982, groundbreaking ceremonies
took place in Washington. D.C., for
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
On this date:
In 1875, poet Robert Frost was
born in San Francisco.
In 1885, the Eastman Dry Plate
and Film Co. of Rochester. N.Y..
manufactured the first commercial
motion picture film.
In 1892. poet Walt Whitman
died in Camden. N.J.
In 1911, playwright Tennessee
Williams was born in Columbus,
Miss.
In 1962, the U.S. Supreme Court
gave federal courts the power to order reapportionment of seats in a
state legislature, a decision that
eventually led to the doctrine of
"one man, one vote."
In 1964, the musical play
"Funny Girl" opened on Broadway.
In ,1971, East Pakistan proclaimed its independence, taking
the name Bangladesh.
In 1979. the Camp David peace
treaty was signed by Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat at
the White House.
One year ago: Comair pilots
walked off the job, beginning a
three-month strike after contract
talks with the regional airline broke
off. A fire in a Kenyan secondary
school dormitory killed 67 students.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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1 Bough
2 Moises of
baseball
3 Dress feature
4 Low tract
5 Billiard stick
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Red Cross. According to Lucy
Wright. executive director. the goal
was $10,000.
Thirty years ago
Robert Hendon, Dr. Durwood
Beatty, Joe Sledd and William
Boyd were elected as officers of
Friends of the Library at the meeting held at Calloway County Public
Library.
Stan Key, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Key of Hazel, is among the
players in the Kentucky-Tennessee
All Star Basketball game at Freedom Hall.
Jim Neale of Murray bowled a
near-perfect game, missing only
two pins on that last ball for a score
of 298 at Corvette Lanes where he
bowls with the Redbirds Team. His
average is 190.
Forty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board approved expenditures
of approximately $5,300 for improvements at Kyle Field.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Hamlett, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Britt
Jr., a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Bagby Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Edsel Lents, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Morris Miller and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Colsen.
Fifty years ago
Dan Shipley and James Outland
of Murray Training School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America had
the top winners in 4-H and FFA
Hog Show held at Murray Livestock Company. A total of 32 members participated in the show.

Rest of KY/TN
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utterance
11 Dawn
goddess
17 Auckland's pl
19 Family MD
22 Hamm of
soccer
24 Not med
25 Flu symptom
26 Pita sandwich
27 Expect
28 Tennyson
heroine
29 Flying formation
30 Riled up
32 Gave in
33 Part of RSVP
36 Roman eleven
37 Woman's
garment
38 Builds
40 Wading bird
41 Madame—
Barry
43 Wide shoe
44 Lean over
45 Playwright
Coward
46 Do as told
47 Make a dress
48 Caustic
49 Negative
emotion
50 RN assistant

(Purser. Buchanan & Pans)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.

$70.00
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$130.00
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from
6097 Hwy.68 East •(270)474-8038

Join Us For Our Easter Services
March 28 - March 31

In Aurora Invites You To Come Home
and Celebr
ease call part

Holy Thursday Mass

7:00 p.m.

Good Friday.

Good Friday
Celebration of the Passion

7:00 p.m.

3 Hour 1:eiriition 12 p.m.Liturgy of Lord's Passion 3 p.m.

Holy Saturday Vigil Mass

8:00 p.m.

Easter Sunday

8:00 and 11:00 a.m.

Refreshments served after Mass in the Church ha

All Are Welcome!

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH

FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Maundy Thursday Service
7:30 p.m.
Easter Sunrise Service
6:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Easter Service
10:15 a.m.
111 N. 5th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3824

WESTSIDE
BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Rd. S. • Murray, KY • 753-8240

EASTER SERVICES:
Sunday School
Worship

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

The Music Ministry of
Westside Baptist Church
presents the Easter musical-drama

"Above All Kings„
Celebrate the Resurrection of Jesus Christ

TWO PERFORMANCES:
Friday, March 29 at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 31 at 7:00 p.m.

Easter Vigil Mass:7 p.m.
Easter Sunday Mass: 11 a.m.

Scotts Grove
Baptist
Church
Worship — 11:00 a.m.
Dr. Richard Walker - Pastor
John Denham - Associate Pastor
2317 US Hwy.641 North • Murray
753-7171

nay

arc

Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Easter Worship
Service 10:00 a.m.

Early Service
8:45 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

Special Message:
How to be restored to God
Pastor - Art Heinz

Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

Murray
First Assembly of God

303 11aple St. • Nturra‘, kl • 753-3812

Hunt no further for a Church this Easter
Come out and see all that God is doing at

Eastwood Baptist Church
We believe you will find awaiting you:

• Spirit-filled music & preaching
• A friendly atmosphere where you are
always welcome
• Children's program plus ministries for the
whole family
• A ministry that's on the move where God
is working

Please join usfor the
Downtown Churches Association's

Sunrise Easter Service
Sunday, March 31st, 6:30 a.m.
First Christian Church
111 N. 5th St., Downtown Murray
\

\

/

Please come & be our honored guest here at

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 94 East • Murray, KY • 270-753-1834

Sunday School - 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Pastor - Joey Adair
Assistant - Seth Waggoner
Dusty Harrell - Youth Director

Sponsored by the Churches of Downtown Murray.
First Baptist Church
First Christian Church
First United Methodist Church

EVERYONE IS WELCOME
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